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engineering run Dec 2010, 140 kg 136Xe filled in spring,

cathode at -8 kV,  s = 4.5% at 2.6 MeV using ionization,

design:  s=1.6% using ionization+scintilation 
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 sensitivity 6.4x1025 y (90% CL), testing Hd-Ms

40 cm

R&D funded (3.3 M€)  by ERC, in the form of  an advanced GRANT (03/2010$03/2015) 

Scintillating bolometers to recognize the α-induced background thanks to  
the readout of the scintillation light 
  

Array of  36÷44 enriched (95%)  Zn82Se crystals. 

  Expected background in the ROI (2995 keV) is ∼ 3÷6 10-3 c/keV/kg/y  

Zn82Se crystal  
(Ø=45mm, h= 55 mm)  

W=483 g  

Reflecting Foil 

PTFE supports 

Bolometric Light Detector 
Ge crystal 

Energy resolution ∼10 keV FWHM 

LUCIFER#



Which nuclei can decay via          ?

• Even-even nuclei


• Natural abundance is low (except 130Te)


• Must use enriched material

0⌫��

(A, Z+1)

(A, Z+2)

(A, Z)
��

Candidate* Q [MeV] Abund [%]

48Ca -> 48Ti 4.271 0.187

76Ge -> 76Se 2.040 7.8

82Se -> 82Kr 2.995 9.2

96Zr -> 96Mo 3.350 2.8

100Mo -> 100Ru 3.034 9.6

110Pd -> 110Cd 2.013 11.8

116Cd -> 116Sn 2.802 7.5

124Sn -> 124Te 2.228 5.64

130Te -> 130Xe 2.530 34.5

136Xe -> 136Ba 2.479 8.9

150Nd -> 150Sm 3.367 5.6

* Q-value > 2 MeV



What is the observable decay rate?

• with the effective Majorana neutrino mass:


➡ a coherent sum over mass eigenstates with potentially CP violating phases


➡= a mixture of m1, m2, m3, proportional to the Uei2, with α1,α2 = Majorana CPV phases


• Uei = matrix elements of the PMNS-Matrix, mi = eigenvalues of the neutrino mass matrix

Can be 
calculated: ~ Q5
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It is also useful to express the parametermββ as a function
of a directly observable parameter, rather than as a function
of the lightest neutrino mass. A natural choice is the
cosmological mass Σ, defined as the sum of the three active
neutrino masses (Σ≡m1 þm2 þm3). The close connec-
tion between the neutrino masses’measurements obtained in
the laboratory and those probed by cosmological observa-
tions was outlined long ago [6]. Furthermore, the measure-
ments of Σ have recently reached important sensitivities, as
discussed below. For these reasons, we also update the plot
of the dependence of the Majorana effective massmββ on the
cosmological mass Σ, using the representation originally
introduced in [7].
From the definition of Σ, we can write

Σ ¼ ml þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

l þ a2
q

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

l þ b2
q

; ð4Þ

whereml is the mass of the lightest neutrino and a and b are
different constants depending on the neutrino mass hier-
archy. Through Eq. (4) one can establish a direct relation
between Σ andml and thus, it is straightforward to plotmββ
as a function of Σ. Concerning the treatment of the
uncertainties, we use again the assumption of Gaussian
fluctuations and the prescription reported in the Appendix.
The result of the plotting in this case is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 1.

III. COMPARISON WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental bounds

Recently, several experiments have obtained bounds on
t1=2ðexpÞ above 1025 yr. The results are summarized in the
upper part of Table I. They were achieved thanks to the
study of two nuclei: 76Ge and 136Xe. The 90% C.L. bound
from 76Ge, obtained by combining GERDA-I, Heidelberg-
Moscow, and IGEX via the recipe of Eq. (A1), 3.2 · 1025 yr,

is almost identical to the one quoted by the GERDA
Collaboration, 3.0 · 1025 yr [11]. By combining the first
KamLAND-Zen results on 0νββ (namely, KamLAND-
Zen-I [12]), and the new ones obtained after the scintillator
purification (KamLAND-Zen-II [13]), the same procedure
gives2.3 · 1025 yr,whichdiffers a little bit from the combined
limit quoted by the Collaboration [13], 2.6 · 1025 yr. When
we combine the two results of KamLAND-Zen and the one
fromEXO-200 using again the procedure of Eq. (A1), we get
2.6 · 1025 yr, which is equal to the KamLAND-Zen limit
alone. In view of the above discussion and in order to
be as conservative as possible, we will adopt as combined
90% C.L. bounds the following values:

t1=2Ge > 3.0 · 1025 yr and t1=2Xe > 2.6 · 1025 yr: ð5Þ

More experiments are also expected to produce important
new results in the coming years. A few selected ones are also
reported in the lower part of Table I.

B. Nuclear physics and 0νββ

Assuming that the transition is dominated by the
exchange of ordinary neutrinos with Majorana mass, the
theoretical expression of the half-life in an ith experiment
based on a certain nucleus is

t1=2i ðthÞ ¼ m2
e

G0ν;iM2
i m

2
ββ

; ð6Þ

where me is the electron mass, G0ν;i the phase space factor
(usually given in inverse years), andMi the nuclear matrix
element, an adimensional quantity of enormous impor-
tance. In recent works, this last term is written emphasizing
the axial coupling gA:

Mi ¼ g2A ·M0ν;i: ð7Þ
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FIG. 1 (color online). Updated predictions on mββ from oscillations as a function of the lightest neutrino mass (left) and of the
cosmological mass (right) in the two cases of NH and IH. The shaded areas correspond to the 3σ regions due to error propagation of
the uncertainties on the oscillation parameters.

DELL’ORO, MARCOCCI, AND VISSANI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 033005 (2014)

033005-2

Effective Majorana neutrino mass

current sensitivities

normal inverted

0.1- 1 counts/(y kg)

0.5 - 5 counts/(y t)

0.1-1 counts/(y 100 t)

Del’Oro, Marocci, Vissani, PRD 90, 2014

degenerate 
(m1≈ m2 ≈ m3)

m3<< m1 < m2

m1<< m2 < m3
gA=1.269 (free n)

T1/2 ⇠ 1026y

T1/2 ⇠ 1027y



Isotopes and sensitivity to 0⌫��February 21, 2013 16:18 WSPC/146-MPLA S0217732313500211 5–10

Empirical Survey of Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay Matrix Elements

Fig. 1. Regions in the renormalized specific phase-space g4
A
H0ν = g4

A
ln(2) NA

Am2
e

G
(0)
0ν and matrix

element squared |M0ν |2 that encompass modern theoretical calculations, for the candidate neu-
trinoless double beta decay isotopes 76Ge, 130Te, 136Xe and 150Nd. The vertical span reflects the
range of gA, which differs for the shell-model and other models, leading to nonrectangular bound-
aries. The matrix-element calculational methods are SM, generator-coordinate method (GCM),
quasiparticle random-phase approximation (QRPA), IBM and Projected Hartree–Fock Bogoliubov
method (PHFB), as given in Table 1. The lines indicate the effective Majorana mass that would
correspond to a count rate of one event per tonne per year.

Fig. 2. As Fig. 1 but with the addition of the isotopes 48Ca (2.2, 2143), 82Se (17, 514), 96Zr (13,
889), 100Mo (25, 660), 110Pd (33,181), 116Cd (9, 597) and 124Sn (10, 302). The number pairs are
the coordinates of the upper rightmost corner of each area, in lieu of labeling. It is more difficult
to see the details but the overall trend of a correlation between the phase-space factor and the
square of the nuclear matrix element is brought out.
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R. G. H. Robertson, Mod. Phys. Lett. A28 (2013) 1350021 

|M|2 uncertainty

gA4 uncertainty

Isotopes have comparable sensitivities in terms of rates per unit mass

1 event/ (tonne-year)

effective value for the axial 
vector coupling constant 
gA: ~ 0.6 - 1.269 (free 
nucleon value)
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Experimental requirements

• Experiments measure the half life of the decay, T1/2 with a sensitivity (for non-zero 
background)

Minimal requirements: 

large detector masses

high isotopic abundance

ultra-low background noise

good energy resolution


     Additional tools to distinguish signal 
from background: 

event topology

pulse shape discrimination

particle identification




Experimental techniques

Ionisation

PhononsScintillation

Crystals:
GERDA 
Majorana 
COBRA

Tracking:
SuperNEMO

Isotope in LS:
KamLAND-Zen 
SNO+

Bolometer:
CUORE

TPC: 
NEXT (tracking) 
EXO, nEXO

Scintillating 
bolometers:

AMoRE
Lucifer
Lumineu

Crystals:
CANDLES

?

} CUPID



Double beta experiments in underground labs

SNOLab 
SNO+ (130Te) 
nEXO-5t (136Xe)

WIPP 
EXO (136Xe) 

Homestake 
Majorana (76Ge)

Modane 
LUMINEU 

(100Mo)  
SuperNEMO 
(82Se, 150Nd)

Canfranc 
NEXT (136Xe) 

BiPo

Gran Sasso 
CUORE (130Te) 
GERDA(76Ge) 

COBRA (116Cd) 
LUCIFER (82Se)

YangYang 
AMoRE (100Mo)

Kamioka 
Kamland-Zen 

(136Xe)  
CANDLES (48Ca) 

DCBA (150Nd) 



TeO2 bolometers: CUORE-0

• Array of 52 5 x 5 x 5 cm3 crystals (~ 750 g each), total mass: 39 kg TeO2 (10.9 kg 130Te)


• 9.8 kg-yr exposure, FWHM = 4.9 keV at 2.6 MeV 

• Background index: 0.058 events/(kg keV y)


• Results (combined with Cuoricino, 90% CL): 
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From CUORICINO to CUORE

Rencontres de Moriond EW 2016

!

!

• Strict material selection  

• New lighter detector design structure 

• Reduced overall copper surfaces by a factor ~2 

• New surface cleaning technique 

• Strict production protocols for TeO2 surface contamination 

• Minimization of Rn exposure (N2 glove box assembly)

Environmental γ

Environmental n

Environmental μ

Far bulk: Cu OFE 

Far bulk: Steel parts

Internal Roman Lead

Top disk COMETA Lead

Small near parts

Cosm. Activation: TeO2

Cosm. Activation: Cu

Near bulk: Cu NOSV 

Near bulk: TeO2 

Near Surface: Cu  NOSV Or PTFE

Near surface:TeO2 

0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Dashed area = 90%CL upper limit

Full colour area = value

Counts/ROI/ton/y

value

90% CL limit  Bkg GOAL: 

0.01 c/keV/kg/y

 Bkg GOAL: 

0.01 c/keV/kg/y

Far Bulk:           COMETA Pb top

Far Bulk:           Inner Roman Pb

Near Surfaces : TeO
2

Near Bulk:         TeO
2

Near Bulk:         Cu NOSV
Cosm. Activ. :   TeO

2

Cosm Activ :     Cu NOSV

Near Bulk :        small parts

Far Bulk:           Steel parts

Far Bulk:           Cu OFE

Environmental: muons

Environmental: neutrons

Environmental: gammas

Near Surfaces:  Cu NOSV or PTFE

•
•

CUORE Preliminary
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 CUORE background budget

Rencontres de Moriond EW 2016

Based on 
- Cuoricino & CUORE-0 data 
- HPGe, NAA and ICPMS measurements 
- Montecarlo  

C. Alduino et al., 
in preparation

Goal: 0.01 events/(keV kg y)
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 CUORE background budget

Rencontres de Moriond EW 2016

Based on 
- Cuoricino & CUORE-0 data 
- HPGe, NAA and ICPMS measurements 
- Montecarlo  

C. Alduino et al., 
in preparation

T1/2 > 2.7⇥ 1024y



TeO2 bolometers: CUORE

Karsten Heeger, Yale University CIPANP, May 19, 2015 

Recent Progress - CUORE (130Te)

26

Phonons

All 988 bolometers (206 kg of 130Te) 
built and assembled into towers 

Cryostat Commissioning Underway 

Detector installation expected in 2015

• All 988 crystals (206 kg 130Te) built and assembled in towers


• Cryostat commissioning complete: stable base temperature, allows 
operation of bolometers at 6.3 mK


• Detector installation in spring 2016, data taking starts summer 2016


• Presently: bolometers and readout commissioning


• Background goal: 0.01 events/(kg keV y)


• Energy resolution goal: 5 keV at 2.6 MeV [FWHM]


• Sensitivity aim:

Paolo Gorla 20

Bolometers and readout commissioning

Rencontres de Moriond EW 2016

10 mK plate

Top Pb surrounded 
by 10 mK Cu vessel

Tower Support Plate

• Encouraging detector performance 
(energy resolution) on 8 detectors array 
(Mini-Tower) 

• Commissioned electronics, DAQ, 
temperature stabilization, and detector 
calibration systems 

T1/2 ⇠ 9.5⇥ 1025y



130Te in liquid scintillator: SNO+

• First phase: 0.3% natural Te (~ 800 kg 130Te)


• Detector and cavity being filled with light water, full water 
in summer 2016 & run with water


• Fill LS in late 2016, load 0.3-0.5% Te in 2017


• Future: upgrade PMTs and 3% load -> to cover inverted 
hierarchy scenario

  

Thank you!

The detector and cavity are currently about half �lled 
with water. 

Camera above water

Camera 
underwater, light 

above water

Camera and light 
underwater

• Dominant backgrounds: 

• 8B solar ν#

• !-rays from detector parts#

• 2νββ decay from 130Te 

• The first two do not scale with 
quantity of isotope#

• 0.3% natural Te in LAB ⟶ 800 kg 
130Te 

• Possibility to go into even 
higher loadings

7
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0.8 events/5y
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Liquid xenon TPC: EXO-200
• 110 kg LXe (80.6% 136Xe) in active volume


• After WIPP accident: cleanup/repair effort; cooling & filling 
LXe TPC in winter 2015/16


• Data taking since Jan 31, 2016


• Hardware improvement to achieve 1% energy resolution at 
Q-value (minimise APD noise)


• Deradonator to reduce backgrounds in ROI

D A V I D  W A R K

Discovering a new class of fundamental  
particle is about the biggest bang you 
can make in particle physics. The 

discovery of the Higgs boson was so excit-
ing partly because it is a fundamental parti-
cle with no spin, the first ever seen. Physicists 
have long tried to resolve whether the familiar 
neutrino actually belongs to a class of exotic 
entities called Majorana particles, which are 
their own anti particles. Majorana neutrinos 
might also help to explain why neutrinos are 
so light, and could be a clue to how the Uni-
verse came to contain so much more matter 
than antimatter. Almost the only practical 
way to reveal Majorana neutrinos would be to 
observe the rare nuclear process called neu-
trinoless double-β decay. On page 229 of this 
issue, the EXO-200 Collaboration1 announces 
the result of a high-sensitivity technique to 
search for this decay. Their results show the 
power of their technique, but demonstrate that 
there is still much work to do in the search for 
Majorana neutrinos.

Double-β decay, as the name implies, occurs 
when a nucleus undergoes two β decays simul-
taneously and so emits two β-particles (elec-
trons or antielectrons). This is realistically 
observable only in the few nuclei for which 
single-β decay would lead to a heavier daugh-
ter nucleus but two β decays would lead to a 
lighter one. The standard model of particle 
physics allows two-neutrino double-β decay 
(2νββ decay), which is just two ordinary 
β decays occurring at the same time, lead-
ing to the emission of two electrons and two 
antineutrinos. But what if, as many theorists 
believe, neutrinos are Majorana? Then another 
type of decay could also occur, in which the 
anti neutrino emitted from one of the β decays 
could be absorbed as a neutrino in the other 
β decay, and the process seen from outside the 
nucleus would just be the emission of the two 
electrons, or zero-neutrino double-β decay 
(0νββ decay).

0νββ decay has a beautiful experimental  
signature — the simultaneous emission 
of two electrons with a total energy that 
sums to the difference in mass between the  
parent and daughter nuclei. Furthermore, 
it can happen only if neutrinos have mass. 

Owing to the nature of the weak inter actions 
that cause β decay, the emitted anti neutrino 
will have a spin that is right-handed with 
respect to its direction of motion, and the 
absorbed neutrino must be left-handed. This 
coexistence of the different spin states happens 
only for particles that have mass, and there-
fore makes the observed rate of 0νββ decay a 
sensitive probe of the mass of the neutrino. 
0νββ decay is therefore a ‘two for the price of 
one’ measurement, which is one reason that 
so many groups are attacking it with different 
techniques and different nuclei.

The EXO (Enriched Xenon Observatory)- 
200 team has now moved near to the front of 
the pack with its liquid-xenon ‘time-projection 
chamber’ detector (Fig. 1). The active part of 
the detector is 110 kilograms of liquid xenon 
(which acts both as the double-β-decay source 
and the detector) enriched to 80.6% in the 
potentially double-β-decaying nucleus xenon-
136 (136Xe). Charged particles — either the 
electrons emitted in double-β decay or, much 
less desirably, background events from con-
taminant nuclei in the detector or surround-
ings — produce ionization in the xenon, and 
are drifted in an applied electric field to two 

crossed grids of wires. The grids determine the 
position of the charges in two dimensions. The 
charged particles also make the xenon emit 
scintillation light, and measuring the time dif-
ference between that light and the arrival of 
the charge at the wires gives the drift distance 
(hence the name time-projection chamber), 
allowing reconstruction of the tracks from the 
charged particles in three dimensions.

This reconstruction is crucial because, as 
in all double-β-decay experiments, the main 
challenge in EXO-200 is suppressing the back-
ground events. The first step towards this was 
to minimize the background from cosmic 
rays by locating the detector deep under-
ground in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant site 
near Carlsbad, New Mexico. More-insidious 
background events arise from radioactive 
contaminants in and around the detector, so 
all materials that make up the detector were 
carefully selected to have the lowest possible 
levels of radioactive contamination, and the 
detector itself is heavily shielded. Background 
events still persist, however, so another advan-
tage of the time-projection chamber comes 
to the fore. By looking for events in which 
almost all of the charge is deposited at a single  
place in the detector (as one would expect for a 
double-β decay) and rejecting those in which it 
comes from more than one place (as would be 
expected for γ-rays from radioactive contami-
nants), the background is suppressed by another 
large factor. Having these separate sets of data 
also helps to validate the properties of the detec-
tor, which is calibrated with an extensive set of 
measurements using radio active sources.

The EXO-200 team has now reported the 
results of two years of running its experiment. 
The main output of the detector is a spectrum 
showing how often a particular energy was 
deposited within it. 2νββ decay produces a 

PA R T I C L E  P H Y S I C S

The hunt for Majorana 
neutrinos hots up
Finding that neutrinos are their own antiparticles would revolutionize particle 
physics. A high-sensitivity technique accelerates the search for the nuclear-decay 
process that would enable such a discovery. SEE ARTICLE P.229 

Figure 1 | Chasing Majorana neutrinos. The EXO-200 Collaboration1 has used a liquid-xenon  
‘time-projection chamber’ detector, half of which is seen here under construction, to search for the 
neutrinoless double-β-decay process that would arise if neutrinos are Majorana-type particles. The 
two crossed grids of wires that were used to determine the position of charged particles in the detector, 
which is roughly 40 cm in diameter, lie above the frame of empty circular holes that were later filled with 
scintillation-light detectors.
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track and thermalize neutrons. The resulting neutron capture rates are
used as input to the Geant4-based20 EXO-200 simulation package9, with
the respective n-capture c-spectra produced on the basis of ENSDF
information25 for the given nuclides. The produced PDFs are used
in fits to the low-background data. Good shape agreement is found
between these PDFs and data coincident with muon-veto-panel events.

Results
The fit to the low-background data minimizes the negative log-likelihood
function constructed using a signal and background model composed
of PDFs from simulation. A profile-likelihood scan is performed to search
for a 0nbb signal.

The PDFs chosen for the low-background fit model are those used in
ref. 9 plus a ‘far-source’ 232Th PDF, a 137Xe PDF and neutron-capture-
related PDFs, including 136Xe neutron capture in the LXe, 1H neutron-
capture in the HFE, and 63Cu,65Cu neutron capture in Cu components
(LXe vessel, inner and outer cryostats). The far-source 232Th PDF allows
for background contributions from Th in materials far from the TPC,
for example in the HFE and in the copper cryostat. (Remote 238U is
included in the fit model via 222Rn, simulated in the air between the

cryostat and Pb shield.) We combine the neutron-capture-related PDFs
to form one PDF, allowing the relative rates of the component PDFs to
float within 20% of their simulation-estimated values. The total rate of
this summed PDF is allowed to float unconstrained.

We constrain the single-site fractions, SS/(SS 1 MS), of all compo-
nents to be within 9.6% of their value calculated from simulation. An
additional 90% correlation between single-site fractions of c compo-
nents is introduced into the likelihood function, owing to the consist-
ent behaviour observed in these parameters in calibration studies (for
example, Fig. 3). The overall normalization is allowed to float within
the estimated systematic errors (8.6%). The background-PDF ampli-
tudes within the ROI are also allowed to vary within their estimated
systematic errors (10.9%). The b-scale is not allowed to float during the
fit, but is manually profiled while performing the profile-likelihood
scan for 0nbb.

The final step before performing the fit was the unmasking of live-
time around the SS ROI. However, before unmasking the full data set,
we investigated backgrounds associated with Xe feeds, irregular occur-
rences in which additional Xe gas is introduced into the purification
circulation loop. (These Xe feeds occurred 10 times over the run period
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Figure 4 | Fit results projected in energy. a, b, Main panels show SS (a) and
MS (b) events, as counts versus energy, with a zoom-in (inset) around the ROI:
2250–2600 keV (2100–2700 keV) for SS (MS); the bin size is 14 keV, and data
points are shown in black. Lower panels in a and b show residuals between data
and best fit normalized to the Poisson error, ignoring bins with 0 events. The
green (blue) shaded regions in the lower panels represent 61s (62s)
deviations. The 7 (18) events between 4,000 and 9,800 keV in the SS (MS)

spectrum have been collected into an overflow bin for presentation here. The
vertical (red) lines in the SS spectra indicate the 62s ROI. The result of the
simultaneous fit to the standoff distance is not shown here. Several background
model components (including Rn, 135Xe and 137Xe, n-capture, 232Th (far),
Vessel, 0nbb and 2nbb, all described further in the text) are indicated in the
main panel of b to show their relative contributions to the spectra. Error bars on
data points, 61 s.d.
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track and thermalize neutrons. The resulting neutron capture rates are
used as input to the Geant4-based20 EXO-200 simulation package9, with
the respective n-capture c-spectra produced on the basis of ENSDF
information25 for the given nuclides. The produced PDFs are used
in fits to the low-background data. Good shape agreement is found
between these PDFs and data coincident with muon-veto-panel events.

Results
The fit to the low-background data minimizes the negative log-likelihood
function constructed using a signal and background model composed
of PDFs from simulation. A profile-likelihood scan is performed to search
for a 0nbb signal.

The PDFs chosen for the low-background fit model are those used in
ref. 9 plus a ‘far-source’ 232Th PDF, a 137Xe PDF and neutron-capture-
related PDFs, including 136Xe neutron capture in the LXe, 1H neutron-
capture in the HFE, and 63Cu,65Cu neutron capture in Cu components
(LXe vessel, inner and outer cryostats). The far-source 232Th PDF allows
for background contributions from Th in materials far from the TPC,
for example in the HFE and in the copper cryostat. (Remote 238U is
included in the fit model via 222Rn, simulated in the air between the

cryostat and Pb shield.) We combine the neutron-capture-related PDFs
to form one PDF, allowing the relative rates of the component PDFs to
float within 20% of their simulation-estimated values. The total rate of
this summed PDF is allowed to float unconstrained.

We constrain the single-site fractions, SS/(SS 1 MS), of all compo-
nents to be within 9.6% of their value calculated from simulation. An
additional 90% correlation between single-site fractions of c compo-
nents is introduced into the likelihood function, owing to the consist-
ent behaviour observed in these parameters in calibration studies (for
example, Fig. 3). The overall normalization is allowed to float within
the estimated systematic errors (8.6%). The background-PDF ampli-
tudes within the ROI are also allowed to vary within their estimated
systematic errors (10.9%). The b-scale is not allowed to float during the
fit, but is manually profiled while performing the profile-likelihood
scan for 0nbb.

The final step before performing the fit was the unmasking of live-
time around the SS ROI. However, before unmasking the full data set,
we investigated backgrounds associated with Xe feeds, irregular occur-
rences in which additional Xe gas is introduced into the purification
circulation loop. (These Xe feeds occurred 10 times over the run period
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Figure 4 | Fit results projected in energy. a, b, Main panels show SS (a) and
MS (b) events, as counts versus energy, with a zoom-in (inset) around the ROI:
2250–2600 keV (2100–2700 keV) for SS (MS); the bin size is 14 keV, and data
points are shown in black. Lower panels in a and b show residuals between data
and best fit normalized to the Poisson error, ignoring bins with 0 events. The
green (blue) shaded regions in the lower panels represent 61s (62s)
deviations. The 7 (18) events between 4,000 and 9,800 keV in the SS (MS)

spectrum have been collected into an overflow bin for presentation here. The
vertical (red) lines in the SS spectra indicate the 62s ROI. The result of the
simultaneous fit to the standoff distance is not shown here. Several background
model components (including Rn, 135Xe and 137Xe, n-capture, 232Th (far),
Vessel, 0nbb and 2nbb, all described further in the text) are indicated in the
main panel of b to show their relative contributions to the spectra. Error bars on
data points, 61 s.d.
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T 0⌫
1/2 > 1.1⇥ 1025 y (90%C.L.)

m�� < 0.19� 0.45 eV SV��CH�C���-� ���.-31�2�����.1(.-��I���1�'�RVA�SQRW�

Sensitivity outlook

EXO-200 ultimate 

EXO-200 Nature 2014 

EXO-200 current 
sensitivity (90%CL):
1.9 x 1025 yr

EXO-200 ultimate 
sensitivity (90%CL): 
3 years additional 
livetime with Rn 
removal and energy 
resolution 
improvement

Moriond, March 2016



Liquid xenon TPC: nEXO
• Detector 50 x size of EXO


• 5 tonnes enriched LXe


• Proposed location SNOLAB cryopit


• R&D in progress

nEXO: Next Generation of EXO-200
nEXO will continue to search for 0⌫��
of 136Xe with better sensitivity.

• 5 tonnes of enriched LXe
• Built upon known technology

with possible Ba tagging upgrade
• Proposed location: SNOLAB’s

cryopit (6010 m.w.e.)
• Potential to probe inverted

hierarchy

RHM Tsang (U of Alabama) EXO-200 & nEXO WIN 2015 15 / 20
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Liquid xenon TPC: DARWIN

• 50 tonnes natXe, 8.9% 136Xe, 

• Sensitivity (140 t y exposure, natXe) 

• Assumptions:


• 222Rn: 0.1 µBq/kg (~ 0.036 events/(t y))


• (8B rate is ~ 0.036 events/(t y))


• sigma/E = 1% at Q-value


• materials BG: sub-dominant

50 tonnes LXe

T1/2 ⇠ 8.5⇥ 1027y

JCAP01(2014)044
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Figure 4. (Left): integral background rate in ±3� energy region around the Q-value (2385–2533 keV)
as a function of fiducial LXe mass. (Right): predicted background spectrum around neutrinoless
double beta decay peak for 6 t fiducial mass. We show the overall background (thick black solid)
which includes contributions from detector materials (black), from 0.1µBq/kg of 222Rn in the LXe
(black dashed), from 8B neutrino scatters (green dotted)and 2⌫��-decays with T1/2=2.11⇥1021 y
inside the liquid xenon (blue). The potential signal for the neutrinoless double beta decay (0⌫��,
red) assumes T1/2=1.6⇥1025 y.

The Q-value of the double beta decay of 136Xe is (2458.7±0.6) keV [55]. Employing
an energy scale based on a linear combination of the charge and light signals, which have
been shown to be anti-correlated in liquid xenon TPCs [15, 18, 53], the extrapolated energy
resolution is �/E = 1% in this high-energy region.

The combined e�ciency of the fiducial volume and multi-scatter cut, which rejects
events with a separation larger than 3mm in the z-coordinate [18] is 99.5% in a ±3� energy
interval around the Q-value. The materials background is dominated by 214Bi, followed by
208Tl decays in the photosensors and in the cryostat, and can only be further reduced, for
a given fiducial volume, by identifying detector construction materials with lower 226Ra and
228Th levels. The background contribution from internal radon can be e�ciently rejected
by so-called 214Bi–214Po tagging. It exploits the fact that the 214Bi �-decay (Q�= 3.3MeV)
and the 214Po ↵-decay (Q↵= 7.8MeV) occur close in time, with a mean lifetime of the 214Po
decay of 237µs. At the high energies relevant for the double beta decay, only the �-decay
will contribute to the background. We assume a tagging e�ciency of 99.8%, as achieved
in EXO-200 [38] and confirmed by us in a Monte Carlo simulation, assuming that 214Po
decays can be detected up to 1ms after the initial 214Bi decay. The event rate from radon,
considering the same 0.1µBq/kg contamination level as for the dark matter search region, is
0.035 events/(t·y) in a ±3� energy region around Q�� .

We have also estimated the background from elastic neutrino-electron scatters from 8B
solar neutrinos. As the endpoint of the electron recoil energy spectrum extends up to about
14MeV, such single-site scatters are a potential background source for double beta experi-
ments. Using the 8B neutrino flux of �8B=5.82⇥106 cm�2s�1 [8] and mean scattering cross
sections of �⌫e=59.4⇥10�45 cm2 and �⌫µ=10.6⇥10�45 cm2 for electron- and muon-neutrinos
respectively [22], we obtain an event rate 0.036 events/(t y) in the energy region of interest,
see also table 3. While this is above the expected background from 2⌫��-decays, and similar
to the radon contribution, it is well below the one from detector materials.

The expected total background in a ±3� region around the Q-value is 4.6 events/(t·y)
in 6 t of LXe fiducial mass. With an exposure of 30 t·y, a sensitivity to the neutrinoless

– 10 –

MC simulation of 20 t 
LXe detector, here 6 t 
natXe fiducial mass
LB et al., JCAP 1401, 2014



High pressure xenon TPC: NEXT

• Goal: 100 kg 136Xe (90% enriched) HP (15 bar) Xe TPC


• Tracking capabilities and < 1% (FWHM) resolution 

• NEW: 10 kg, 2015-2017, now commissioning run at LSC


• NEXT-100: 100 kg, 2018-2020


• Background: 4 x 10-4 events/(kg keV y)


• Sensitivity aim:

• It is a High Pressure 
Xenon (HPXe) TPC 
operating in EL mode. 
• It is filled with 100 kg of 
Xenon enriched at 90% in 
Xe-136 (in stock) at a pressure 
of 15 bar. 
• The event energy is 
integrated by a plane of 
radiopure PMTs located behind 
a transparent cathode (energy 
plane), which also provides t0 
(timing). 
• The event topology is 
reconstructed by a plane of 
radiopure silicon pixels (MPPCs) 
(tracking plane). 

NEXT :   A high pressure single 
phase TPC with light readout. 
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CATHODE 

EL mode is essential to get linear 
gain, therefore avoiding avalanche 
fluctuations and fully exploiting the 
excellent Fano factor in gas 
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electroluminescence (S2) 

xenon 
gas 

TPB coated surfaces 

ionization 

2/19/16& R.&C.&Webb&&DM2016&

NEW (NEXT-WHITE) at the LSC 

NEW on the seismic support table, inside the Lead Castle at the LSC 

2/19/16& 15 R.&C.&Webb&&DM2016&

NEW at Canfranc

Tracking plane 

28 Kapton Dice Boards (KDBs) NEXT 100 will have ~100 
Each KDB has 64 SiPMs from SENSL (thus, about 1,800 SiPms) 
SENSL SiPMs are the most radiopure currently in market, 

422mm#

TOTAL#DICE#
BOARDS#28#AND#
1.792#SIPMs#

TP#NEW#

2/19/16& 18 R.&C.&Webb&&DM2016&

Tracking plane

Energy Plane installation (July 2015) 

2/19/16& 21 R.&C.&Webb&&DM2016& Energy plane

UCLA DM February 2016

T1/2 ⇠ 5⇥ 1025y

Background budget 
•  Expected background rate: 

4 x 10-4  ckky 
Leading sources: PMTs and 
SiPM boards (KDBs), which 
contribute with equal 
amounts. PMTs + KDBs 
~10-4  CKKY in Bi-214 
Contribution of field cage 
and inner shield: only upper 
limits measured (taken as 
actual values, a conservative 
approach) 

•  

•  

0 2  4  6  8 
Background rate (10–5  counts keV–1  kg–1  yr–1) 

10 

Tl-208 
Bi-214 

Pressure vessel 

PMTs 

PMT enclosures 

Enclosure windows 

SiPM boards 

SiPMs 

Field-cage barrel 

Shaping rings 

Electrode rings 

Anode plate 

FC resistor chain 

Inner shield 

Outer shield 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

2/19/16& 27 

arXiv:1211.3961v3#[physics.insOdet]#25#Jan#2013#



136Xe in liquid scintillator: KamLAND-Zen

• New mini-balloon construction in summer 2015


• Larger LS volume: 800 kg 136Xe, lower 
backgrounds


• Start 800 kg phase in summer 2016


• Sensitivity: 2 x 1026 yr after 2 years exposure

7 Bruce Berger CIPANP – Vail, Colorado - May 21, 2015 

Phase 2 Results 
Phase 2 began December 2013 

 383 kg of 136Xe 
 
Initial results based on first 114.8 days 

 arXiv:1409.0077v1 
 
136Xe 0νββ limit from initial Phase 2 data: 

 T1/2 > 1.3 x 1025 yr (90% CL) 
 
Principal backgrounds: 
•  110mAg 

 reduced by > 10x 
 
•  Spallation 10C 

72±5% reduction 
w/coincidence tag 
 

•  214Bi on balloon  
 1-meter fiducial volume cut 

 

Karsten Heeger, Yale University CIPANP, May 19, 2015 

Recent Results - KamLAND-Zen

24

Scintillation

➔B. Berger 

• Mini-balloon with 136Xe-loaded LS in KamLAND


• Phase 1+2 (179 kg + 383 kg): 


• T1/2 > 2.6 x 1025 y (90% CL)

m�� < 0.14� 0.28 eV



136Xe in liquid scintillator: KamLAND2-Zen

• 1000 kg enriched Xe


• Photo-coverage: > x 2


• Light collection efficiency: > x 1.8 


• New liquid scintillator: x 1.4 (12 photons/keV)


KamLAND2-Zen

σ(2.6MeV)= 4% → < 2.5％

accommodate various devices 
CaF2, CdWO4, NaI, … Winstone Cone High Q.E. PMT

Photo-coverage >  x2
Light Collection Eff. >  x1.8

x1.4

17”Φ→20”Φ, ε=22% → 30% 

x1.9

General-purpose High performance

1000 kg enriched Xe

New Liquid Scintillator
KamLAND liquid scintillator   8,000 photon/MeV 
typical liquid scintillator        12,000 photon/MeV  　

naive calc. < 2%

larger crane 
strengthen floor 
enlarge opening

target ⟨mββ⟩ ~ 20 meV / 5 year

�(2.6MeV) = 4% �!< 2.5%

hm��i ⇠ 20meV

Goal for 5 years of data:

FroST, March 2016
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New Liquid Scintillator
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larger crane 
strengthen floor 
enlarge opening

target ⟨mββ⟩ ~ 20 meV / 5 year

KamLAND2-Zen

σ(2.6MeV)= 4% → < 2.5％

accommodate various devices 
CaF2, CdWO4, NaI, … Winstone Cone High Q.E. PMT

Photo-coverage >  x2
Light Collection Eff. >  x1.8

x1.4

17”Φ→20”Φ, ε=22% → 30% 

x1.9

General-purpose High performance

1000 kg enriched Xe

New Liquid Scintillator
KamLAND liquid scintillator   8,000 photon/MeV 
typical liquid scintillator        12,000 photon/MeV  　

naive calc. < 2%

larger crane 
strengthen floor 
enlarge opening

target ⟨mββ⟩ ~ 20 meV / 5 year

Winstone cone High QE PMTs

New Liquid Scintillator
- High light output

- Low cost

- High flash point (> 50 deg C)

- Chemical compatibility to detector

- High transparency

high E res.

high scalability, high E res.

high scalability

Requirement for new LS

safety

flexibility n = x + y = 10−13

LAB (linear alkylbenzene)

molecular sieve 13X
size  1/8 inch (Union Showa)

attenuation length v.s. wavelength

Purified LAB-LS has 
higher transparency 
than KamLAND-LS

Light yield increase

Commercially available LAB contains absorbing material
Optical purification test by adsorbent

Linear alkylbenzene



Scintillating bolometers: AMoRE

• Measure both heat and light: particle discrimination 
and background rejection


• 40Ca100MoO4 in 2 stages:


•  10 kg (2016) —> 200 kg of crystals (2018-2022)


• Resolution (now): 11 keV at 2.6 MeV [FWHM]

2

216 g natural CaMoO4 crystal

200 nm thick 
gold film

Metallic light reflector

Copper holder

MMC device

Annealed gold wires

SQUID

FIG. 1: (Color online) Low temperature detector setup with
a 216 g CaMoO4 crystal and an MMC sensor.

the detector, in other words, the region of interest (ROI)
of the energy window at the Q�� value. However, in a
case of a zero-background experiment that observes no
event in ROI during the measurement time, the sensitiv-
ity becomes proportional to the detector mass and the
measurement time,

T 0⌫
1/2 / �"Mt. (4)

To increase the detection sensitivity, it is essential to
have a detector with high concentration of the isotope of
interest, detection e�ciency, energy resolution and e�-
cient background rejection capability as well as to mini-
mize backgrounds from internal and external sources in
the region of interest. High energy resolution and de-
tection e�ciency experiment can be realized with crystal
detectors containing the isotope of interest. The detector
performance of recently developed low temperature de-
tectors (LTDs) that operate at sub-Kelvin temperatures
can perfectly meet the requirements by utilizing state-of-
the-art detector technologies with extreme energy sen-
sitivity, such as neutron transmutation doped (NTD)
Ge thermistors, superconducting transition edge sensors
(TESs), or metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) [8].

The AMoRE (Advanced Mo-based Rare process Ex-
periment) project is an experiment to search for 0⌫��
of 100Mo [9]. AMoRE uses CaMoO4 crystals as the ab-
sorber and MMCs as the sensor [10, 11]. CaMoO4 is a
scintillating crystal that has the highest light output at
room and low temperatures among Mo-containing crys-
tals (molybdates) [12, 13].

Choosing of 100Mo as the source of 0⌫�� is advanta-
geous. The nucleus has a high Q value of 3034.40(17)
keV [14] that is above the intensive 2615 keV gamma
quanta from 208Tl decay (232Th family). The natural
abundance of 100Mo is 9.8% [15], which is comparatively
high. Furthermore, enriched 100Mo can be produced by
centrifugation method in amount of tens of kilograms per
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FIG. 2: (Color online) A typical signal of 2.6 MeV gamma-ray
full absorption events at 40 mK in DC (blue, bigger) and AC
(red, smaller) coupling.

year with a reasonable price. Also, the theoretically es-
timated half life of 100Mo is relatively shorter than that
of other 0⌫�� candidates [16, 17]. However, 2⌫�� of
48Ca with Q�� = 4272 keV (despite rather low concen-
tration of the isotope ⇡ 0.2%) can be an irremovable
background source in the ROI of 100Mo. The AMoRE
collaboration has successfully grown 40Ca100MoO4 crys-
tals using 100Mo enriched and 48Ca depleted materials.
Three of the doubly-enriched crystals with masses in the
range of 0.2-0.4 kg were tested in a low background 4⇡
veto system to determine their internal backgrounds [18].
The present experimental work aims to test the low

temperature detection concept with a CaMoO4 crystal
and an MMC that is suitable for a high resolution ex-
periment to search for 0⌫�� of 100Mo. A 216 g natural
CaMoO4 crystal with an MMC phonon sensor was em-
ployed in this experiment, which was performed in an
over-ground measurement facility. The energy resolution
and linearity of the detector setup, particle and randomly
coinciding events discrimination by pulse shape analysis
for background rejection in a 0⌫�� experiment are dis-
cussed in this report.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The detector setup was structured in a cylindrical
shape with copper support details as shown in Fig. 1. A
CaMoO4 crystal with 4 cm in diameter and 4 cm height
was mounted inside the copper structure using metal
springs. The mass of the crystal was 216 g. It was grown
with natural Ca and Mo elements at the Bogoroditsk
plant in Russia. A patterned gold film was evaporated
on one side of the crystal to serve as a phonon collector.
An MMC device, the primary sensor for detecting the
phonon signals absorbed in the gold film, was placed on
a semi-circular copper plate over the crystal. The ther-
mal connection between the gold film and the MMC was

hm��i ⇠ 20� 50meV
3

made using annealed gold wires. Details regarding the
measurement principle and the detector structure of the
MMC device were presented in previous reports [19, 20].

When a particle hits a dielectric material, most of the
energy deposited into the absorber is converted into the
form of phonons. High energy phonons with frequen-
cies that are close to the Debye frequency are gener-
ated initially. However, they quickly decay to lower fre-
quency phonons via anharmonic processes. When their
energy becomes 20-50 K, they can travel ballistically in
the crystal [21]. The major down-conversion processes
of these athermal phonons are isotope scattering, in-
elastic scatterings by impurities and lattice dislocations,
and inelastic scatterings at crystal surfaces [22]. These
excess phonons eventually change the equilibrium ther-
mal phonon distribution, thereby causing temperature
increase.

In the detector setup with the CaMoO4 crystal and the
gold phonon collector film, the ballistic athermal phonons
can hit the crystal and gold interface, transmit into the
gold film, and transfer their energy to the electrons in
the film [23]. The electron temperature of the gold film
increases quickly via electron-electron scatterings. This
temperature change is measured by the MMC sensor that
is thermally connected with the gold wires. The size of
the gold film and number of gold wires were chosen based
on a thermal model study that considered the e�cient
athermal heat flow process [11]. Consequently the gold
film had a diameter of 2 cm, a thickness of 200 nm, and
an additional gold pattern of 200 nm thickness on top of
the gold film. to increase the lateral thermal conductivity
of the gold film.

The detector assembly was installed in a dilution re-
frigerator in an over-ground laboratory at KRISS (Korea
Research Institute of Standards and Science). The re-
frigerator was surrounded by a 10 cm thick lead shield
(except the top surface) to reduce environmental gamma
ray background. The detector with an MMC operates
well in the temperature range of 10-50 mK. The sig-
nal size increases at lower temperatures since the MMC
sensitivity enhanced and the heat capacities decreased.
However, the signals have slower rise and decay times
at lower temperatures as thermal conductances become
poorer. Larger signal size improves the energy thresh-
old and baseline energy resolution of the detector. The
energy resolution of the detector measured for particle
absorption events can be worse than the baseline reso-
lution because of any uncorrelated mechanism that af-
fects the signal size and shape. Examples of such mech-
anisms include temperature fluctuations due to instru-
mental instability or frequent event rates, position depen-
dence of signal shapes, or scintillation processes that are
associates with phonon generations in an inhomogeneous
way. Therefore, larger signal size does not guarantee a
better energy resolution at certain temperatures. At the
present experimental condition including the background
rate from cosmic muons and external gamma-rays, 40 mK
was selected as the main measurement temperature. At
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FIG. 3: A scatter plot of the mean-time and pulse height
obtained from the background measurement of 95 h in an
over-ground laboratory. ↵ and �/� (including cosmic muons)
events are clearly separated in terms of their mean-time val-
ues.
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5 MeV region of alpha-equivalent energy. Discrimination
power was found to be 7.6 from fiting each group of distri-
bution with a normal Gaussian function. Right-hand side
tail is noticeable for the two groups toward higher mean-time
value.

this temperature, about 1 ms rise-time was obtained for
the 2.6 MeV gamma line without degrading the energy
resolution. A typical signal of 2.6 MeV gamma-ray full
absorption events is shown in Fig. 2. The rise-time of the
DC coupled signal is 1.1 ms, which is somewhat slower
than that of earlier measurements for which shorter gold
wires were used [11].

III. PULSE SHAPE ANALYSIS

A two dimensional scatter plot of the pulse heights
and mean-times of signals obtained in a 95 h background
measurement is shown in Fig. 3. The pulse height is
the di↵erence between the maximum value and baseline
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Averaged pulse shapes of ↵ induced
signals from 232Th decays (blue) and the corresponding (i.e.,
with the same pulse height) muon-induced signals (red). The
signals are normalized for their pulse height, and shifted in
time to align the maximum point of signals.

level of a signal. The maximum value is found using a
quadratic polynomial fit to the region of the signal near
the pulse maximum. The baseline level is the average
voltage value in the time region before the signal rises.
The mean-time parameter is defined as

tmean =
t10+rX

t10�l

(vt ⇥ (t� t10))/
t10+rX

t10�l

vt, (5)

where vt is the measured voltage value at time t subtract-
ing the baseline level, t10 is the time when it reaches 10%
of the pulse height, and l and r indicate the time length
of the signal toward left and right directions from t10,
respectively, to calculate the mean-time. l is set to reach
the time at the baseline level, while r is a free parameter
that was selected to achieve the most e�cient particle
discrimination. Here, the r value was set to not include
the negative part of an AC coupled signal (see Fig. 2),
which was used for the energy spectrum because it was
recorded with finer digitizer resolution (i.e., bigger gain
is used) than the DC coupled signal.

The pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) between ↵ and
�/� particles can be realized with the mean-time as a
pulse shape parameter due to the di↵erence in the rise
and decay times of the two types of events. A simi-
lar tendency of PSD was reported for other low tem-
perature scintillating detectors [24]. The separation into
two groups of the events in the energy region between 4
and 5 MeV of alpha-equivalent energy can be readily ob-
served from the distribution of mean-time values shown
in Fig. 4. The energy of ↵ induced events was deter-
mined as described in the following section. Although the
two peaks have noticeable right-hand tails toward higher
mean-time values, normal Gaussian functions were used
to fit the distributions. We interpret the right-hand tails
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FIG. 6: Energy spectrum measured with an external source
over 65 h.

as a result of signal pile-up. A parameter of discrimina-
tion power (DP ) is defined as

DP = (µ1 � µ2)/
q

�2
1 + �2

2 , (6)

where µi are the mean values, �i are the standard devia-
tions of the Gaussian distributions for ↵ and �/� events.
DP was found to be 7.6.
The averaged pulse shapes for the two groups of events

are compared in Fig. 5. Templates of ↵ events were ob-
tained by averaging out the 232Th ↵-decay events pulse
profiles with energy release in the crystal 4082 keV (due
to the contamination of the crystal by thorium), whereas
the events caused by cosmic muons with the same pulse
height were selected for the template of � induced events.
The normalized pulses of alpha and beta templates are
aligned at the time of their maximum values, as shown
in Fig. 5. Both the rise and decay times of the ↵ and
� signals are clearly di↵erent. The signals induced by ↵
events have faster rise and faster decay than those of the
� events.
According to scintillation measurements of a CaMoO4

crystal at 7-300 K [25, 26], the scintillation decay-time of
the CaMoO4 crystal reaches hundreds of µs at 7 K. The
crystal also shows di↵erent light output for ↵ and �/�
events [27]. A slowly decaying scintillation mechanism
would cause slow generation of phonon in the CaMoO4

crystal. ↵ and �/� particle events may have di↵erent
fractions of slow component for phonon generation. This
di↵erence in slow phonon generation at mK temperatures
may induce di↵erent pulse shapes for ↵ and �/� particle
events.

IV. ENERGY SPECTRUM

Because athermal phonon absorption in the phonon
collector significantly contributes to the signal size [11],
the signals have some degrees of position dependence for
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Scintillating bolometers: LUMINEU & LUCIFER

• LUMINEU: Zn100MoO4 scintillating bolometers


• ~ few keV resolution, initially 1 kg - 10 kg


• Background goal: 0.5 events/(ton keV y) in ROI


• LUCIFER: enriched Zn82Se bolometers, 15 kg


• CUPID: ton-scale bolometric experiment with light 
readout

Scintillating crystals ready to be measured 

• 5 detectors cells have been assembled last week.  
• installed in the cryostat with inner Pb shielding. 
• We will start to measure soon!!!  

LUMINEU: First massive ZnMoO4 bolometers 

9 

  ZnMoO4 ∅50×40 mm 

¾ Molybdenum was purified by using double 
recrystallization from aqueous solutions 

  

¾ Advanced quality ZnMoO4 boule was grown by 
directional solidification along [001] using LTG Cz 
(crystal yield ~ 80% of initial charge)  

 

¾ ZnMoO4 crystal boule was melted and then 
crystallized again (to test recrystallization) 

 

¾ Produced ZnMoO4 elements have the size 
expected for a pilot LUMINEU 0ν2β experiment  

     334 g    

Technology of high quality large ZnMoO4 
crystal producing is developed  

[E. Armengaud et al., submitted to JINST] 

ZnMoO4  
~1 kg  

       336 g    

D.V. Poda, LRT-2015, 19 March 2015 

stage sublimation of molybdenum oxide in vacuum and recrystallization from aqueous solutions
of ammonium para-molybdate was developed. A batch of LUMINEU crystals with mass of the
crystal boules up to 1.5 kg have been successfully grown by the low-thermal-gradient Czochralski
technique (LTG Cz), and their optical, luminescent, diamagnetic, thermal and bolometric
properties were studied [15]. We have also found that introducing tungsten oxide into the
melt for crystal growth at levels of fractions of percent improves the growth of zinc molybdate
crystals. The yield of the crystal boules, their shape and overall quality becomes higher as a
result of the melt stabilization thanks to the prevention of the formation of an extraneous phase
in the synthesized ZnMoO4 compound and in the melt [16].

As a result of the R&D the production cycle provides high quality ZnMoO4 scintillators
with a high yield of the crystal boules (more than 80%) and low enough irrecoverable losses
of molybdenum (less than 4%). These features are especially important for the production of
crystal scintillators from enriched materials. The first zinc molybdate crystal with a mass of
0.17 kg was produced from molybdenum enriched in 100Mo to 99.5% [17]. Investigations of the
scintillating bolometers fabricated with two enriched crystals cut from the boule show that the
response of these devices meets the requirements of a high-sensitivity double beta decay search
based on this technology, as discussed in [18]. As a next step, an enriched Zn100MoO4 crystal
with a mass of 1.4 kg was grown for the first time by the LTG Cz method [19, 20].

Several cryogenic scintillating bolometers were fabricated from the produced crystal
scintillators for aboveground and underground tests. In the experimental set-ups the ZnMoO4

crystal samples were fixed inside copper holders by using PTFE supporting elements. Each
crystal was instrumented with temperature sensors consisting of Neutron Transmutation Doped
(NTD) Ge thermistors attached at the crystals by using an epoxy glue. The light detectors were
developed from germanium disks and instrumented with NTD sensors [21]. The light detectors
were mounted a few mm off the plane faces of the tested crystals surrounded by reflective foil.
The detectors with ∼ 0.3 kg ZnMoO4 crystals have shown an excellent particle discrimination
ability (near 15σ) and a high energy resolution on the level of 9 keV for the gamma quanta of
208Tl with energy 2615 keV (see Figs. 1 and 2 where results of underground measurements in
the EDELWEISS set-up at the Modane underground laboratory are presented).
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of light versus
heat signals accumulated with ZnMoO4

scintillating bolometer with a mass of 334
g over 398 h in the EDELWEISS set-up at
the Modane underground laboratory. The β
(γ) and α events are clearly separated. The
energy calibration used is drawn from the
gamma quanta.

Radioactive contamination of ZnMoO4 crystal scintillators is under test in the EDELWEISS
set-up at the Modane underground laboratory [22]. Preliminarily the ZnMoO4 crystal
scintillators show a very low radioactive contamination (the results of one of the crystals test
are presented in Table 1) which is within the specifications for the projected final LUMINEU
sensitivity.

334 g bolometer
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Fig. 3 Energy spectrum of ββ decay candidates in enriched 82Se
(data points) and the best-fit model from the binned extended maxi-
mum likelihood analysis (solid blue line). The red arrows point at the
three best fit Gaussian functions for the three regions of interest: a for
82Se →82 Kr0+1

, c 82Se →82 Kr2+1
and d for 82Se →82 Kr2+2

scatter events produced by high energy γ ’s (e.g. 40K, 208Tl
and 214Bi) and three gaussian functions, with fixed central
value (µ) and width (σ ), for the (a), (c) and (d) transitions:

p.d. f. = Nbkg

Ntotal
· f lat (E)

+ Na

Ntotal
· Gaussian(E, µa, σ )

+ Nc

Ntotal
· Gaussian(E, µc, σ )

+ Nd

Ntotal
· Gaussian(E, µd , σ ).

The energy resolution of the detector, which is represented
by σ , is assumed to be constant over the narrow ROI, its
value is 0.61 keV. This is evaluated on the 609 keV peak, the
closest visible peak to the ROI, and it is produced by natu-
ral 214Bi contaminations in the experimental set-up. The flat
background assumption is verified by comparing the count-
ing rate in the ROI and in adjacent regions at higher and lower
energies.

The fit result is shown in Fig. 3. Since no signal for any ββ

decay of 82Se on exited levels is observed, a Bayesian lower
limits at 90 % C.L. on the three decay rates, $s, is set. These
limits are evaluated marginalizing the profile negative log
likelihood function over nuisance parameters, assuming a flat
prior on the $s when they assume physical values: π($) = 1
if $ ≥ 0, π($) = 0 otherwise. The limits evaluated for the
decay rates are:

$0+1
< 2.0 × 10−23 y−1 (5)

$22
1
< 5.3 × 10−23 y−1 (6)

$2+2
< 6.7 × 10−23 y−1. (7)

The counting rate in the ROI is (9.6 ± 0.5) c/keV/y, which
is 2 σ compatible with the one measured in background con-
ditions, (11.3 ± 1.0) c/keV/y, when no 82Se sample was on
the detector. Most likely, the background in the ROI is caused
by detector internal contaminations [32].

The corresponding lower limits on the partial half-lives,
calculated as Tlimit = ln(2)/$limit are:

T ββ
1/2(

82Se →82 Kr0+1
) > 3.4 × 1022 y (8)

T ββ
1/2(

82Se →82 Kr2+1
) > 1.3 × 1022 y (9)

T ββ
1/2(

82Se →82 Kr2+2
) > 1.0 × 1022 y (10)

Since the systematic uncertainties on the efficiency and live-
time are at the level of their contribution do not affects the
computed values significantly.

The evaluated lower limit on the half-life of 82Se double-
beta decay on the excited levels of daughter nuclei are the
most stringent limits up-to-date. Our sensitivity surpasses the
one of other works reported in literature [39,40] by about one
order of magnitude. Furthermore the limit set for the decay
to 2+1 state contradicts the theoretical calculations reported
in [2].

7 Conclusions

The goal of next-generation ββ decay experiments is to
explore the inverted hierarchy region of neutrino mass. In
order to further enhance their sensitivity, future experiments
should strive for a highly efficient background reduction,
possibly to a zero level, and large mass ββ sources, at the
tonne-scale. These must exhibit low levels of radioactive
contaminations in order to suppress the background in the
region of interest. Furthermore, if the bolometric technique
is adopted, low concentrations of chemical impurities in the
source materials are also needed, given the fact that the detec-
tor performances depends on the quality of the materials used
for the detector manufacturing.

In this work we have investigated the purity of 96.3 %
enriched 82Se metal for the production of scintillating
bolometers for the LUCIFER project, which amounts to
15 kg. Out of the total, 2.5 kg were analyzed by means of γ

spectroscopy and ICP-MS analyses for the evaluation of the
internal radioactive and chemical impurities.

The exceptional purity of the source, which shows
extremely low internal radioactive contamination, at the level
of tens of µBq/kg and high chemical purity with an intrinsic
overall contamination of few hundreds of 10−6 g/g, allowed
us to investigate also ββ decay of 82Se. We established the
most stringent limits on the half-life of 82Se ββ decay to the
excited levels 0+1 , 2+1 and 2+2 of 82Kr. Previous limits are
improved by one order of magnitude for all the investigated
transitions. The technique used in this work does not allow
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Tracking: SuperNEMO

• Separate tracker, calorimeter and source


• Source foil: 82Se (150Nd, 48Ca), 100 kg


• Aim:  

• Demonstrator: 7 kg 82Se, 20 kg y exposure: 

• Status: in assembly, first demonstrator module 
installed and commissioned in 2016

• 19 additional modules in 2017

The$SuperNEMO$experiment$is$dedicated$to$the$search$for$neutrinoless$double$beta:decay$which$would$imply,$if$observed,$viola?on$of$the$lepton$number$conserva?on,$could$
give$unique$informa?on$on$the$neutrino$mass$hierarchy,$and$state$if$neutrinos$are$Majorana$par?cles,$confirming$thus$the$existence$of$physics$beyond$the$Standard$Model.$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$builds$upon$the$design$and$experience$from$the$NEMO:3$experiment.$ It$ is$based$on$the$tracking$and$calorimetry$techniques,$which$allow$the$
reconstruc?on$of$the$final$state$topology,$including$?ming$and$kinema?cs$of$the$double$beta:decay$transi?on$events,$offering$a$powerful$tool$for$background$rejec?on.$$

SUPERNEMO)EXPERIMENT)DESIGN$

Fig.%2.%Descrip-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%func-ons.%

Other$sources,$such$as$48Ca$or$150Nd,$have$also$been$considered$due$to$their$high$decay$energies,$
which$are$well$above$the$expected$background$of$the$experiment.$The$Demonstrator$foil$will$hold$7$
kg$of$82Se$distributed$on$the$foil$with$surface$density$of$53$mg/cm2.$$$

Tracker$
The$SuperNEMO$tracker$represents$a$driS$wire$chamber$consis?ng$of$2$034$cells$opera?ng$ in$the$
Geiger$mode.$The$cells$are$3$m$long$with$a$nominal$diameter$of$4.4$cm.$Gas$filling$of$a$radon:?ght$
chamber$ is$ composed$of$ 95$%$He,$ 4$%$ethanol$ and$1$%$Ar.$DriS$ cells$ are$ assembled$by$ a$wiring$
robot$at$the$Manchester$University.$

Fig.%3.%Fully%populated%tracker%sec-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%
detector.%

Calorimeter$
A$calorimeter$energy$resolu?on$of$4.5%$FWHM$for$3$MeV$electrons$is$required$to$reach$sensi?vity$
of$ the$ order$ of$ 1026$ years.$ Large$ volume$ plas?c$ scin?llator$ blocks$ (10$ L)$ were$ used$ without$
compromising$ other$ requirements$ such$ as$ the$ ?me$ resolu?on,$ radiopurity,$ reliability$ and$ cost$
effec?veness$of$the$calorimeter.$The$improvements$in$the$energy$resolu?on$have$been$due$to$the$
increase$ in$ quantum$ efficiency$ of$ the$ bi:alkali$ 8’’$ PMT$ photocathodes,$ op?miza?on$ of$ the$
geometry,$and$direct$coupling$of$PMTs$with$scin?llator.$

SuperNEMO)3)a)new)genera8on)of)underground)experiments)for)double)
beta3decay)inves8ga8ons:)background)constrains$

Pavel%P.%Povinec%
on%behalf%of%the%SuperNEMO%Collabora-on%

Comenius%University,%Bra-slava,%Slovakia%

Fig.%1.%Construc-on%view%of%the%Demonstrator%module.%The%
source%foil%is%situated%in%the%centre,%tracking%chambers%and%
calorimeters%are%on%both%sides%of%the%foil.%%

SuperNEMO$ represents$ a$ unique$
detector$ approach$ combining$ event$
topology,$ isotope$ flexibility,$ and$
background$ reduc?on.$ The$ system$
modularity$ allows$ building$ of$ several$
detector$units$which$can$operate$even$
in$different$underground$laboratories.$$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$ in$ its$ full$
scale$will$consist$of$20$iden?cal$planar$
modules,$ each$being$of$4$m$height,$ 6$
m$length$and$2$m$width$(Fig.$1).$$
A$ current$ carrying$ coil$ wrapped$
around$ the$ module$ produces$ a$
magne?c$ field$ of$ 25$ G$ to$ dis?nguish$
electrons$and$positrons$(Fig.$2).$$
The$first$module,$called$Demonstrator,$
is$presently$assembled$in$the$Modane$
underground$ laboratory,$ and$ should$
be$in$opera?on$at$the$end$of$2016.$

Source/foil$
The$82Se$double$beta:decay$source$will$
be$ used$ in$ the$ SuperNEMO$
experiment$ because$ of$ its$ higher$
neutrinoless$ double$ beta:decay$ half:
life.$$

Tracker$ is$made$of$4$sec?ons$and$the$
assembly$ is$ taking$ place$ in$ a$ large$
clean$ tent$ in$ the$ Mullard$ Space$
Science$ Laboratory$ (MSSL)$ of$ the$
University$ College$ London$ (UCL).$ Two$
quarters$ of$ the$ tracker$ are$ complete.$
Presently,$ the$ first$ one$ $ (Fig.$ 3)$ has$
been$ shipped$ to$ Modane$ and$ the$
second$ one$ is$ undergoing$
commissioning$ with$ cosmic$ muons.$
Remaining$ two$ quarters$ should$ be$
delivered$to$Modane$in$summer$2016.$$

Fig.%4.%Scin-llator%blocks%(256$mm$x$256$mm2)$made$from$Envinet$polystyrene$plas?c$scin?llator$
are%directly%coupled%to%%8’’%photomul-plier%tubes%(R5912QMOD%Hamamatsu).$

Radon$ $(222Rn)$and$its$decay$products$(214Bi$and$214Po),$as$well$as$decay$product$of$220Rn$(208Tl)$
have$ been$ iden?fied$ as$ the$most$ dangerous$ contaminants$ for$ the$ SuperNEMO$ detector.$ The$
222Rn$and$220Rn$can$ infiltrate$ in$all$parts$of$ the$detector,$and$their$decay$products$due$to$high$
energy$ of$ emihed$ beta:electrons$ and$ gamma:rays$may$ imitate$ double$ beta:decays.$ The$most$
sensi?ve$parts$from$the$point$of$view$of$radioac?ve$contamina?on$are:$ $ (i)$the$isotope$source$
(82Se),$$(ii)$$the$suppor?ng$foil$for$the$source,$(iii)$$and$the$tracker.$$
The$radiopurity$limits$are$listed$in$Table$1.$The$stringent$limits$were$set$for$222Rn$present$in$the$
tracker$ (<0.15$mBq/m3),$ and$ $ 208Tl$ (<2$nBq/g)$ and$ 214Bi$ (<10$nBq/g)$ in$ the$ source,$ in$ the$ foil,$
wires$and$walls$of$the$tracker).$$

NEMO33! SuperNEMO!
Mass)(kg)! 7! 100!
Energy) resolu8on) @) 3)
MeV)(%)!

8! 4!
222Rn)in)tracker)(mBq/m3)! ~5! <0.15!
214Bi)(nBq/g)! 60:300! <10!
208Tl)(nBq/g)! ~100! <2!
Tracking)cells! 6180! 20x2034!
Calorimeter)blocks! 1940! 20x712!
Total)background)(counts/
keV/kg/yr)!

1.3$•10:3! 5$•10:5!

T1/20νββ)@)90%)C.L.)(yr)! >1.1•1024! >1•1026!
|mββ|))(eV)! <0.33:0.87! <0.04:0.10!

Table%1.%Comparison%of%the%main%NEMOQ3%and%
SuperNEMO%parameters.%

The$coun?ng$gases$(mostly$helium)$for$the$tracking$chambers$will$be$con?nuously$purified$
and$ analyzed$ by$ a$ radon$monitor.$ $ Radon$ adsorp?on$materials$ have$ also$ been$ tested$ to$
improve$the$purifica?on$systems,$as$well$as$to$build$at$the$LSM$a$radon:free$air$factory$that$
will$flush$the$air$around$the$SuperNEMO$detectors.$$

RADIOPURITY)MESUREMENTS$
The$ collabora?on$ developed$ a$ dedicated$ BiPo:3$ detector$ (Fig.$ 5)$ to$ measure$ ultra:low$
radionuclide$levels$of$isotope$sources$and$materials$used$in$the$construc?on$of$SuperNEMO$
parts.$To$gain$in$sensi?vity,$the$principle$is$to$detect$the$delayed$beta:alpha$coincidences$of$
the$ 214Bi$ :$ 214Po$ cascades.$ $ The$ high$ energy$ gamma:emiher$ 208Tl$ is$ qualified$ through$ its$
parent$product,$the$212Bi$decay.$$

The$ selenium$ powder$ (82Se$ source)$ aSer$
enrichment$ will$ be$ chemically$ purified$
using$ extra$ pure$materials$ at$ super$ clean$
condi?ons.$ All$ the$ materials$ entering$ the$
source$ produc?on$ will$ be$ carefully$
selected$ and$ prepared$ to$ have$ ultra:low$
contamina?on$levels.$$
The$ tracker$ ameliora?on$mainly$ relies$ on$
the$reduc?on$of$the$radon$presence$inside$
the$ tracker$ volume.$ ASer$ the$ installa?on$
of$ the$ tracker$ modules,$ the$ remaining$
radon$ concentra?on$ ac?vity$ will$ be$
assured$to$be$at$the$level$of$0.15$mBq/m3,$
measured$by$a$dedicated$radon$line.$$
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The$collabora?on$developed$several$detectors$and$techniques$to$prevent$external$radon$to$
penetrate$ inside$ the$detector$or$ to$be$emanated$ from$ inside.$Besides$ the$selec?on$of$ the$
detector$materials$for$their$radiopurity,$the$most$cri?cal$materials$have$been$tested$in$radon$
emana?on$chambers$coupled$to$very$sensi?ve$radon$detectors$(Fig.$6).$$

Method) 238U) 232Th) 235U)(231Pa))

Radiometrics) 1036) 1036) 1036)

ICPMS) 5x1037) 1036) 1036)

AMS) 10310) 10310) 10310)

NAA) 10310) 5x10310) 1037)

BACKGROUND)CONSTRAINS$

The$ HPGe$ gamma:spectrometry$ in$ many$
cases$ is$not$sensi?ve$enough$to$measure$
such$ ultra$ low$ 208Tl$ and$ 214Bi$ levels.$
Therefore$ new$ technologies$ for$ analysis$
of$ their$ parent$ radionuclides$ (232Th$ and$
238U,$respec?vely)$are$under$development$
(Table$ 3),$ comprising$ accelerator$ mass$
spectrometry$ (AMS)$ and$ neutron$
ac?va?on$analysis$(NAA).$

Fig.%5.%The%BiPoQ3%detector%for%measurement%%of%ultra%lowQlevel%alpha%and%beta%ac-vi-es.%

Fig.%6.%Radon%emana-on%chambers%%in%CENBG%Bordeaux,%UCL%London%and%CU%Bra-slava.$

Table%3.%Expected%detec-on%limits%(Bq).%%

Radionuclide) Mean) Median) Confidence)interval)

(Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$

40K) 8.8$ 9.2$ 7.8$–$10.6$
226Ra)) 4.5$ 4.2$ 4.1$:5.1$

)228Ra)) 2.4$ 2.4$ 2.1$–$2.6$

)228Th))

232Th))

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.1$–$2.5$

2.1:2.5$

235U) 0.21$ 0.21$ 0.19$–$0.25$
238U) 4.10$ 4.0$ 3.4$–$4.8$

Table%2.%Cer-fied%radionuclides% in%the%reference%
material%(glass%pellets).%

Source,$ foil$ materials,$ source$ frame,$
tracker$ wires$ and$ other$ construc?on$
materials$ $ are$ screened$ using$ HPGe$
detectors$with$a$sensi?vity$ $of$0.1:10$mB/
kg$for$238U$and$232Th$decay$chains,$and$for$
40K$ in$ underground$ (LSM$ in$ Modane$ and$
Boulby$ in$ Cleveland)$ and$ surface$$
(Bordeaux$ and$ Bra?slava)$ gamma:
spectrometry$facili?es.$$
A$ reference$material$ has$ been$ developed$
for$ quality$ management$ of$ laboratories$
engaged$ in$ the$ high:sensi?ve$ analysis$ of$
radionuclides$in$the$construc?on$materials$
of$ detectors$ placed$ in$ ultra$ low$
background$ underground$ laboratories$
(Table$2).$.$

bb-foil trackercalorimeter

demonstrator module

B-field

The$SuperNEMO$experiment$is$dedicated$to$the$search$for$neutrinoless$double$beta:decay$which$would$imply,$if$observed,$viola?on$of$the$lepton$number$conserva?on,$could$
give$unique$informa?on$on$the$neutrino$mass$hierarchy,$and$state$if$neutrinos$are$Majorana$par?cles,$confirming$thus$the$existence$of$physics$beyond$the$Standard$Model.$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$builds$upon$the$design$and$experience$from$the$NEMO:3$experiment.$ It$ is$based$on$the$tracking$and$calorimetry$techniques,$which$allow$the$
reconstruc?on$of$the$final$state$topology,$including$?ming$and$kinema?cs$of$the$double$beta:decay$transi?on$events,$offering$a$powerful$tool$for$background$rejec?on.$$

SUPERNEMO)EXPERIMENT)DESIGN$

Fig.%2.%Descrip-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%func-ons.%

Other$sources,$such$as$48Ca$or$150Nd,$have$also$been$considered$due$to$their$high$decay$energies,$
which$are$well$above$the$expected$background$of$the$experiment.$The$Demonstrator$foil$will$hold$7$
kg$of$82Se$distributed$on$the$foil$with$surface$density$of$53$mg/cm2.$$$

Tracker$
The$SuperNEMO$tracker$represents$a$driS$wire$chamber$consis?ng$of$2$034$cells$opera?ng$ in$the$
Geiger$mode.$The$cells$are$3$m$long$with$a$nominal$diameter$of$4.4$cm.$Gas$filling$of$a$radon:?ght$
chamber$ is$ composed$of$ 95$%$He,$ 4$%$ethanol$ and$1$%$Ar.$DriS$ cells$ are$ assembled$by$ a$wiring$
robot$at$the$Manchester$University.$

Fig.%3.%Fully%populated%tracker%sec-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%
detector.%

Calorimeter$
A$calorimeter$energy$resolu?on$of$4.5%$FWHM$for$3$MeV$electrons$is$required$to$reach$sensi?vity$
of$ the$ order$ of$ 1026$ years.$ Large$ volume$ plas?c$ scin?llator$ blocks$ (10$ L)$ were$ used$ without$
compromising$ other$ requirements$ such$ as$ the$ ?me$ resolu?on,$ radiopurity,$ reliability$ and$ cost$
effec?veness$of$the$calorimeter.$The$improvements$in$the$energy$resolu?on$have$been$due$to$the$
increase$ in$ quantum$ efficiency$ of$ the$ bi:alkali$ 8’’$ PMT$ photocathodes,$ op?miza?on$ of$ the$
geometry,$and$direct$coupling$of$PMTs$with$scin?llator.$

SuperNEMO)3)a)new)genera8on)of)underground)experiments)for)double)
beta3decay)inves8ga8ons:)background)constrains$
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Fig.%1.%Construc-on%view%of%the%Demonstrator%module.%The%
source%foil%is%situated%in%the%centre,%tracking%chambers%and%
calorimeters%are%on%both%sides%of%the%foil.%%

SuperNEMO$ represents$ a$ unique$
detector$ approach$ combining$ event$
topology,$ isotope$ flexibility,$ and$
background$ reduc?on.$ The$ system$
modularity$ allows$ building$ of$ several$
detector$units$which$can$operate$even$
in$different$underground$laboratories.$$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$ in$ its$ full$
scale$will$consist$of$20$iden?cal$planar$
modules,$ each$being$of$4$m$height,$ 6$
m$length$and$2$m$width$(Fig.$1).$$
A$ current$ carrying$ coil$ wrapped$
around$ the$ module$ produces$ a$
magne?c$ field$ of$ 25$ G$ to$ dis?nguish$
electrons$and$positrons$(Fig.$2).$$
The$first$module,$called$Demonstrator,$
is$presently$assembled$in$the$Modane$
underground$ laboratory,$ and$ should$
be$in$opera?on$at$the$end$of$2016.$

Source/foil$
The$82Se$double$beta:decay$source$will$
be$ used$ in$ the$ SuperNEMO$
experiment$ because$ of$ its$ higher$
neutrinoless$ double$ beta:decay$ half:
life.$$

Tracker$ is$made$of$4$sec?ons$and$the$
assembly$ is$ taking$ place$ in$ a$ large$
clean$ tent$ in$ the$ Mullard$ Space$
Science$ Laboratory$ (MSSL)$ of$ the$
University$ College$ London$ (UCL).$ Two$
quarters$ of$ the$ tracker$ are$ complete.$
Presently,$ the$ first$ one$ $ (Fig.$ 3)$ has$
been$ shipped$ to$ Modane$ and$ the$
second$ one$ is$ undergoing$
commissioning$ with$ cosmic$ muons.$
Remaining$ two$ quarters$ should$ be$
delivered$to$Modane$in$summer$2016.$$

Fig.%4.%Scin-llator%blocks%(256$mm$x$256$mm2)$made$from$Envinet$polystyrene$plas?c$scin?llator$
are%directly%coupled%to%%8’’%photomul-plier%tubes%(R5912QMOD%Hamamatsu).$

Radon$ $(222Rn)$and$its$decay$products$(214Bi$and$214Po),$as$well$as$decay$product$of$220Rn$(208Tl)$
have$ been$ iden?fied$ as$ the$most$ dangerous$ contaminants$ for$ the$ SuperNEMO$ detector.$ The$
222Rn$and$220Rn$can$ infiltrate$ in$all$parts$of$ the$detector,$and$their$decay$products$due$to$high$
energy$ of$ emihed$ beta:electrons$ and$ gamma:rays$may$ imitate$ double$ beta:decays.$ The$most$
sensi?ve$parts$from$the$point$of$view$of$radioac?ve$contamina?on$are:$ $ (i)$the$isotope$source$
(82Se),$$(ii)$$the$suppor?ng$foil$for$the$source,$(iii)$$and$the$tracker.$$
The$radiopurity$limits$are$listed$in$Table$1.$The$stringent$limits$were$set$for$222Rn$present$in$the$
tracker$ (<0.15$mBq/m3),$ and$ $ 208Tl$ (<2$nBq/g)$ and$ 214Bi$ (<10$nBq/g)$ in$ the$ source,$ in$ the$ foil,$
wires$and$walls$of$the$tracker).$$

NEMO33! SuperNEMO!
Mass)(kg)! 7! 100!
Energy) resolu8on) @) 3)
MeV)(%)!

8! 4!
222Rn)in)tracker)(mBq/m3)! ~5! <0.15!
214Bi)(nBq/g)! 60:300! <10!
208Tl)(nBq/g)! ~100! <2!
Tracking)cells! 6180! 20x2034!
Calorimeter)blocks! 1940! 20x712!
Total)background)(counts/
keV/kg/yr)!

1.3$•10:3! 5$•10:5!

T1/20νββ)@)90%)C.L.)(yr)! >1.1•1024! >1•1026!
|mββ|))(eV)! <0.33:0.87! <0.04:0.10!

Table%1.%Comparison%of%the%main%NEMOQ3%and%
SuperNEMO%parameters.%

The$coun?ng$gases$(mostly$helium)$for$the$tracking$chambers$will$be$con?nuously$purified$
and$ analyzed$ by$ a$ radon$monitor.$ $ Radon$ adsorp?on$materials$ have$ also$ been$ tested$ to$
improve$the$purifica?on$systems,$as$well$as$to$build$at$the$LSM$a$radon:free$air$factory$that$
will$flush$the$air$around$the$SuperNEMO$detectors.$$

RADIOPURITY)MESUREMENTS$
The$ collabora?on$ developed$ a$ dedicated$ BiPo:3$ detector$ (Fig.$ 5)$ to$ measure$ ultra:low$
radionuclide$levels$of$isotope$sources$and$materials$used$in$the$construc?on$of$SuperNEMO$
parts.$To$gain$in$sensi?vity,$the$principle$is$to$detect$the$delayed$beta:alpha$coincidences$of$
the$ 214Bi$ :$ 214Po$ cascades.$ $ The$ high$ energy$ gamma:emiher$ 208Tl$ is$ qualified$ through$ its$
parent$product,$the$212Bi$decay.$$

The$ selenium$ powder$ (82Se$ source)$ aSer$
enrichment$ will$ be$ chemically$ purified$
using$ extra$ pure$materials$ at$ super$ clean$
condi?ons.$ All$ the$ materials$ entering$ the$
source$ produc?on$ will$ be$ carefully$
selected$ and$ prepared$ to$ have$ ultra:low$
contamina?on$levels.$$
The$ tracker$ ameliora?on$mainly$ relies$ on$
the$reduc?on$of$the$radon$presence$inside$
the$ tracker$ volume.$ ASer$ the$ installa?on$
of$ the$ tracker$ modules,$ the$ remaining$
radon$ concentra?on$ ac?vity$ will$ be$
assured$to$be$at$the$level$of$0.15$mBq/m3,$
measured$by$a$dedicated$radon$line.$$
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The$collabora?on$developed$several$detectors$and$techniques$to$prevent$external$radon$to$
penetrate$ inside$ the$detector$or$ to$be$emanated$ from$ inside.$Besides$ the$selec?on$of$ the$
detector$materials$for$their$radiopurity,$the$most$cri?cal$materials$have$been$tested$in$radon$
emana?on$chambers$coupled$to$very$sensi?ve$radon$detectors$(Fig.$6).$$

Method) 238U) 232Th) 235U)(231Pa))

Radiometrics) 1036) 1036) 1036)

ICPMS) 5x1037) 1036) 1036)

AMS) 10310) 10310) 10310)

NAA) 10310) 5x10310) 1037)

BACKGROUND)CONSTRAINS$

The$ HPGe$ gamma:spectrometry$ in$ many$
cases$ is$not$sensi?ve$enough$to$measure$
such$ ultra$ low$ 208Tl$ and$ 214Bi$ levels.$
Therefore$ new$ technologies$ for$ analysis$
of$ their$ parent$ radionuclides$ (232Th$ and$
238U,$respec?vely)$are$under$development$
(Table$ 3),$ comprising$ accelerator$ mass$
spectrometry$ (AMS)$ and$ neutron$
ac?va?on$analysis$(NAA).$

Fig.%5.%The%BiPoQ3%detector%for%measurement%%of%ultra%lowQlevel%alpha%and%beta%ac-vi-es.%

Fig.%6.%Radon%emana-on%chambers%%in%CENBG%Bordeaux,%UCL%London%and%CU%Bra-slava.$

Table%3.%Expected%detec-on%limits%(Bq).%%

Radionuclide) Mean) Median) Confidence)interval)

(Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$

40K) 8.8$ 9.2$ 7.8$–$10.6$
226Ra)) 4.5$ 4.2$ 4.1$:5.1$

)228Ra)) 2.4$ 2.4$ 2.1$–$2.6$

)228Th))

232Th))

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.1$–$2.5$

2.1:2.5$

235U) 0.21$ 0.21$ 0.19$–$0.25$
238U) 4.10$ 4.0$ 3.4$–$4.8$

Table%2.%Cer-fied%radionuclides% in%the%reference%
material%(glass%pellets).%

Source,$ foil$ materials,$ source$ frame,$
tracker$ wires$ and$ other$ construc?on$
materials$ $ are$ screened$ using$ HPGe$
detectors$with$a$sensi?vity$ $of$0.1:10$mB/
kg$for$238U$and$232Th$decay$chains,$and$for$
40K$ in$ underground$ (LSM$ in$ Modane$ and$
Boulby$ in$ Cleveland)$ and$ surface$$
(Bordeaux$ and$ Bra?slava)$ gamma:
spectrometry$facili?es.$$
A$ reference$material$ has$ been$ developed$
for$ quality$ management$ of$ laboratories$
engaged$ in$ the$ high:sensi?ve$ analysis$ of$
radionuclides$in$the$construc?on$materials$
of$ detectors$ placed$ in$ ultra$ low$
background$ underground$ laboratories$
(Table$2).$.$

The$SuperNEMO$experiment$is$dedicated$to$the$search$for$neutrinoless$double$beta:decay$which$would$imply,$if$observed,$viola?on$of$the$lepton$number$conserva?on,$could$
give$unique$informa?on$on$the$neutrino$mass$hierarchy,$and$state$if$neutrinos$are$Majorana$par?cles,$confirming$thus$the$existence$of$physics$beyond$the$Standard$Model.$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$builds$upon$the$design$and$experience$from$the$NEMO:3$experiment.$ It$ is$based$on$the$tracking$and$calorimetry$techniques,$which$allow$the$
reconstruc?on$of$the$final$state$topology,$including$?ming$and$kinema?cs$of$the$double$beta:decay$transi?on$events,$offering$a$powerful$tool$for$background$rejec?on.$$

SUPERNEMO)EXPERIMENT)DESIGN$

Fig.%2.%Descrip-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%func-ons.%

Other$sources,$such$as$48Ca$or$150Nd,$have$also$been$considered$due$to$their$high$decay$energies,$
which$are$well$above$the$expected$background$of$the$experiment.$The$Demonstrator$foil$will$hold$7$
kg$of$82Se$distributed$on$the$foil$with$surface$density$of$53$mg/cm2.$$$

Tracker$
The$SuperNEMO$tracker$represents$a$driS$wire$chamber$consis?ng$of$2$034$cells$opera?ng$ in$the$
Geiger$mode.$The$cells$are$3$m$long$with$a$nominal$diameter$of$4.4$cm.$Gas$filling$of$a$radon:?ght$
chamber$ is$ composed$of$ 95$%$He,$ 4$%$ethanol$ and$1$%$Ar.$DriS$ cells$ are$ assembled$by$ a$wiring$
robot$at$the$Manchester$University.$

Fig.%3.%Fully%populated%tracker%sec-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%
detector.%

Calorimeter$
A$calorimeter$energy$resolu?on$of$4.5%$FWHM$for$3$MeV$electrons$is$required$to$reach$sensi?vity$
of$ the$ order$ of$ 1026$ years.$ Large$ volume$ plas?c$ scin?llator$ blocks$ (10$ L)$ were$ used$ without$
compromising$ other$ requirements$ such$ as$ the$ ?me$ resolu?on,$ radiopurity,$ reliability$ and$ cost$
effec?veness$of$the$calorimeter.$The$improvements$in$the$energy$resolu?on$have$been$due$to$the$
increase$ in$ quantum$ efficiency$ of$ the$ bi:alkali$ 8’’$ PMT$ photocathodes,$ op?miza?on$ of$ the$
geometry,$and$direct$coupling$of$PMTs$with$scin?llator.$

SuperNEMO)3)a)new)genera8on)of)underground)experiments)for)double)
beta3decay)inves8ga8ons:)background)constrains$
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Fig.%1.%Construc-on%view%of%the%Demonstrator%module.%The%
source%foil%is%situated%in%the%centre,%tracking%chambers%and%
calorimeters%are%on%both%sides%of%the%foil.%%

SuperNEMO$ represents$ a$ unique$
detector$ approach$ combining$ event$
topology,$ isotope$ flexibility,$ and$
background$ reduc?on.$ The$ system$
modularity$ allows$ building$ of$ several$
detector$units$which$can$operate$even$
in$different$underground$laboratories.$$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$ in$ its$ full$
scale$will$consist$of$20$iden?cal$planar$
modules,$ each$being$of$4$m$height,$ 6$
m$length$and$2$m$width$(Fig.$1).$$
A$ current$ carrying$ coil$ wrapped$
around$ the$ module$ produces$ a$
magne?c$ field$ of$ 25$ G$ to$ dis?nguish$
electrons$and$positrons$(Fig.$2).$$
The$first$module,$called$Demonstrator,$
is$presently$assembled$in$the$Modane$
underground$ laboratory,$ and$ should$
be$in$opera?on$at$the$end$of$2016.$

Source/foil$
The$82Se$double$beta:decay$source$will$
be$ used$ in$ the$ SuperNEMO$
experiment$ because$ of$ its$ higher$
neutrinoless$ double$ beta:decay$ half:
life.$$

Tracker$ is$made$of$4$sec?ons$and$the$
assembly$ is$ taking$ place$ in$ a$ large$
clean$ tent$ in$ the$ Mullard$ Space$
Science$ Laboratory$ (MSSL)$ of$ the$
University$ College$ London$ (UCL).$ Two$
quarters$ of$ the$ tracker$ are$ complete.$
Presently,$ the$ first$ one$ $ (Fig.$ 3)$ has$
been$ shipped$ to$ Modane$ and$ the$
second$ one$ is$ undergoing$
commissioning$ with$ cosmic$ muons.$
Remaining$ two$ quarters$ should$ be$
delivered$to$Modane$in$summer$2016.$$

Fig.%4.%Scin-llator%blocks%(256$mm$x$256$mm2)$made$from$Envinet$polystyrene$plas?c$scin?llator$
are%directly%coupled%to%%8’’%photomul-plier%tubes%(R5912QMOD%Hamamatsu).$

Radon$ $(222Rn)$and$its$decay$products$(214Bi$and$214Po),$as$well$as$decay$product$of$220Rn$(208Tl)$
have$ been$ iden?fied$ as$ the$most$ dangerous$ contaminants$ for$ the$ SuperNEMO$ detector.$ The$
222Rn$and$220Rn$can$ infiltrate$ in$all$parts$of$ the$detector,$and$their$decay$products$due$to$high$
energy$ of$ emihed$ beta:electrons$ and$ gamma:rays$may$ imitate$ double$ beta:decays.$ The$most$
sensi?ve$parts$from$the$point$of$view$of$radioac?ve$contamina?on$are:$ $ (i)$the$isotope$source$
(82Se),$$(ii)$$the$suppor?ng$foil$for$the$source,$(iii)$$and$the$tracker.$$
The$radiopurity$limits$are$listed$in$Table$1.$The$stringent$limits$were$set$for$222Rn$present$in$the$
tracker$ (<0.15$mBq/m3),$ and$ $ 208Tl$ (<2$nBq/g)$ and$ 214Bi$ (<10$nBq/g)$ in$ the$ source,$ in$ the$ foil,$
wires$and$walls$of$the$tracker).$$

NEMO33! SuperNEMO!
Mass)(kg)! 7! 100!
Energy) resolu8on) @) 3)
MeV)(%)!

8! 4!
222Rn)in)tracker)(mBq/m3)! ~5! <0.15!
214Bi)(nBq/g)! 60:300! <10!
208Tl)(nBq/g)! ~100! <2!
Tracking)cells! 6180! 20x2034!
Calorimeter)blocks! 1940! 20x712!
Total)background)(counts/
keV/kg/yr)!

1.3$•10:3! 5$•10:5!

T1/20νββ)@)90%)C.L.)(yr)! >1.1•1024! >1•1026!
|mββ|))(eV)! <0.33:0.87! <0.04:0.10!

Table%1.%Comparison%of%the%main%NEMOQ3%and%
SuperNEMO%parameters.%

The$coun?ng$gases$(mostly$helium)$for$the$tracking$chambers$will$be$con?nuously$purified$
and$ analyzed$ by$ a$ radon$monitor.$ $ Radon$ adsorp?on$materials$ have$ also$ been$ tested$ to$
improve$the$purifica?on$systems,$as$well$as$to$build$at$the$LSM$a$radon:free$air$factory$that$
will$flush$the$air$around$the$SuperNEMO$detectors.$$

RADIOPURITY)MESUREMENTS$
The$ collabora?on$ developed$ a$ dedicated$ BiPo:3$ detector$ (Fig.$ 5)$ to$ measure$ ultra:low$
radionuclide$levels$of$isotope$sources$and$materials$used$in$the$construc?on$of$SuperNEMO$
parts.$To$gain$in$sensi?vity,$the$principle$is$to$detect$the$delayed$beta:alpha$coincidences$of$
the$ 214Bi$ :$ 214Po$ cascades.$ $ The$ high$ energy$ gamma:emiher$ 208Tl$ is$ qualified$ through$ its$
parent$product,$the$212Bi$decay.$$

The$ selenium$ powder$ (82Se$ source)$ aSer$
enrichment$ will$ be$ chemically$ purified$
using$ extra$ pure$materials$ at$ super$ clean$
condi?ons.$ All$ the$ materials$ entering$ the$
source$ produc?on$ will$ be$ carefully$
selected$ and$ prepared$ to$ have$ ultra:low$
contamina?on$levels.$$
The$ tracker$ ameliora?on$mainly$ relies$ on$
the$reduc?on$of$the$radon$presence$inside$
the$ tracker$ volume.$ ASer$ the$ installa?on$
of$ the$ tracker$ modules,$ the$ remaining$
radon$ concentra?on$ ac?vity$ will$ be$
assured$to$be$at$the$level$of$0.15$mBq/m3,$
measured$by$a$dedicated$radon$line.$$
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The$collabora?on$developed$several$detectors$and$techniques$to$prevent$external$radon$to$
penetrate$ inside$ the$detector$or$ to$be$emanated$ from$ inside.$Besides$ the$selec?on$of$ the$
detector$materials$for$their$radiopurity,$the$most$cri?cal$materials$have$been$tested$in$radon$
emana?on$chambers$coupled$to$very$sensi?ve$radon$detectors$(Fig.$6).$$
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BACKGROUND)CONSTRAINS$

The$ HPGe$ gamma:spectrometry$ in$ many$
cases$ is$not$sensi?ve$enough$to$measure$
such$ ultra$ low$ 208Tl$ and$ 214Bi$ levels.$
Therefore$ new$ technologies$ for$ analysis$
of$ their$ parent$ radionuclides$ (232Th$ and$
238U,$respec?vely)$are$under$development$
(Table$ 3),$ comprising$ accelerator$ mass$
spectrometry$ (AMS)$ and$ neutron$
ac?va?on$analysis$(NAA).$

Fig.%5.%The%BiPoQ3%detector%for%measurement%%of%ultra%lowQlevel%alpha%and%beta%ac-vi-es.%

Fig.%6.%Radon%emana-on%chambers%%in%CENBG%Bordeaux,%UCL%London%and%CU%Bra-slava.$

Table%3.%Expected%detec-on%limits%(Bq).%%

Radionuclide) Mean) Median) Confidence)interval)

(Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$

40K) 8.8$ 9.2$ 7.8$–$10.6$
226Ra)) 4.5$ 4.2$ 4.1$:5.1$

)228Ra)) 2.4$ 2.4$ 2.1$–$2.6$

)228Th))

232Th))

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.1$–$2.5$

2.1:2.5$

235U) 0.21$ 0.21$ 0.19$–$0.25$
238U) 4.10$ 4.0$ 3.4$–$4.8$

Table%2.%Cer-fied%radionuclides% in%the%reference%
material%(glass%pellets).%

Source,$ foil$ materials,$ source$ frame,$
tracker$ wires$ and$ other$ construc?on$
materials$ $ are$ screened$ using$ HPGe$
detectors$with$a$sensi?vity$ $of$0.1:10$mB/
kg$for$238U$and$232Th$decay$chains,$and$for$
40K$ in$ underground$ (LSM$ in$ Modane$ and$
Boulby$ in$ Cleveland)$ and$ surface$$
(Bordeaux$ and$ Bra?slava)$ gamma:
spectrometry$facili?es.$$
A$ reference$material$ has$ been$ developed$
for$ quality$ management$ of$ laboratories$
engaged$ in$ the$ high:sensi?ve$ analysis$ of$
radionuclides$in$the$construc?on$materials$
of$ detectors$ placed$ in$ ultra$ low$
background$ underground$ laboratories$
(Table$2).$.$

T1/2 > 1⇥ 1026y

T1/2 > 6.6⇥ 1024y

The$SuperNEMO$experiment$is$dedicated$to$the$search$for$neutrinoless$double$beta:decay$which$would$imply,$if$observed,$viola?on$of$the$lepton$number$conserva?on,$could$
give$unique$informa?on$on$the$neutrino$mass$hierarchy,$and$state$if$neutrinos$are$Majorana$par?cles,$confirming$thus$the$existence$of$physics$beyond$the$Standard$Model.$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$builds$upon$the$design$and$experience$from$the$NEMO:3$experiment.$ It$ is$based$on$the$tracking$and$calorimetry$techniques,$which$allow$the$
reconstruc?on$of$the$final$state$topology,$including$?ming$and$kinema?cs$of$the$double$beta:decay$transi?on$events,$offering$a$powerful$tool$for$background$rejec?on.$$

SUPERNEMO)EXPERIMENT)DESIGN$

Fig.%2.%Descrip-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%func-ons.%

Other$sources,$such$as$48Ca$or$150Nd,$have$also$been$considered$due$to$their$high$decay$energies,$
which$are$well$above$the$expected$background$of$the$experiment.$The$Demonstrator$foil$will$hold$7$
kg$of$82Se$distributed$on$the$foil$with$surface$density$of$53$mg/cm2.$$$

Tracker$
The$SuperNEMO$tracker$represents$a$driS$wire$chamber$consis?ng$of$2$034$cells$opera?ng$ in$the$
Geiger$mode.$The$cells$are$3$m$long$with$a$nominal$diameter$of$4.4$cm.$Gas$filling$of$a$radon:?ght$
chamber$ is$ composed$of$ 95$%$He,$ 4$%$ethanol$ and$1$%$Ar.$DriS$ cells$ are$ assembled$by$ a$wiring$
robot$at$the$Manchester$University.$

Fig.%3.%Fully%populated%tracker%sec-on%of%the%SuperNEMO%
detector.%

Calorimeter$
A$calorimeter$energy$resolu?on$of$4.5%$FWHM$for$3$MeV$electrons$is$required$to$reach$sensi?vity$
of$ the$ order$ of$ 1026$ years.$ Large$ volume$ plas?c$ scin?llator$ blocks$ (10$ L)$ were$ used$ without$
compromising$ other$ requirements$ such$ as$ the$ ?me$ resolu?on,$ radiopurity,$ reliability$ and$ cost$
effec?veness$of$the$calorimeter.$The$improvements$in$the$energy$resolu?on$have$been$due$to$the$
increase$ in$ quantum$ efficiency$ of$ the$ bi:alkali$ 8’’$ PMT$ photocathodes,$ op?miza?on$ of$ the$
geometry,$and$direct$coupling$of$PMTs$with$scin?llator.$

SuperNEMO)3)a)new)genera8on)of)underground)experiments)for)double)
beta3decay)inves8ga8ons:)background)constrains$

Pavel%P.%Povinec%
on%behalf%of%the%SuperNEMO%Collabora-on%

Comenius%University,%Bra-slava,%Slovakia%

Fig.%1.%Construc-on%view%of%the%Demonstrator%module.%The%
source%foil%is%situated%in%the%centre,%tracking%chambers%and%
calorimeters%are%on%both%sides%of%the%foil.%%

SuperNEMO$ represents$ a$ unique$
detector$ approach$ combining$ event$
topology,$ isotope$ flexibility,$ and$
background$ reduc?on.$ The$ system$
modularity$ allows$ building$ of$ several$
detector$units$which$can$operate$even$
in$different$underground$laboratories.$$
The$SuperNEMO$experiment$ in$ its$ full$
scale$will$consist$of$20$iden?cal$planar$
modules,$ each$being$of$4$m$height,$ 6$
m$length$and$2$m$width$(Fig.$1).$$
A$ current$ carrying$ coil$ wrapped$
around$ the$ module$ produces$ a$
magne?c$ field$ of$ 25$ G$ to$ dis?nguish$
electrons$and$positrons$(Fig.$2).$$
The$first$module,$called$Demonstrator,$
is$presently$assembled$in$the$Modane$
underground$ laboratory,$ and$ should$
be$in$opera?on$at$the$end$of$2016.$

Source/foil$
The$82Se$double$beta:decay$source$will$
be$ used$ in$ the$ SuperNEMO$
experiment$ because$ of$ its$ higher$
neutrinoless$ double$ beta:decay$ half:
life.$$

Tracker$ is$made$of$4$sec?ons$and$the$
assembly$ is$ taking$ place$ in$ a$ large$
clean$ tent$ in$ the$ Mullard$ Space$
Science$ Laboratory$ (MSSL)$ of$ the$
University$ College$ London$ (UCL).$ Two$
quarters$ of$ the$ tracker$ are$ complete.$
Presently,$ the$ first$ one$ $ (Fig.$ 3)$ has$
been$ shipped$ to$ Modane$ and$ the$
second$ one$ is$ undergoing$
commissioning$ with$ cosmic$ muons.$
Remaining$ two$ quarters$ should$ be$
delivered$to$Modane$in$summer$2016.$$

Fig.%4.%Scin-llator%blocks%(256$mm$x$256$mm2)$made$from$Envinet$polystyrene$plas?c$scin?llator$
are%directly%coupled%to%%8’’%photomul-plier%tubes%(R5912QMOD%Hamamatsu).$

Radon$ $(222Rn)$and$its$decay$products$(214Bi$and$214Po),$as$well$as$decay$product$of$220Rn$(208Tl)$
have$ been$ iden?fied$ as$ the$most$ dangerous$ contaminants$ for$ the$ SuperNEMO$ detector.$ The$
222Rn$and$220Rn$can$ infiltrate$ in$all$parts$of$ the$detector,$and$their$decay$products$due$to$high$
energy$ of$ emihed$ beta:electrons$ and$ gamma:rays$may$ imitate$ double$ beta:decays.$ The$most$
sensi?ve$parts$from$the$point$of$view$of$radioac?ve$contamina?on$are:$ $ (i)$the$isotope$source$
(82Se),$$(ii)$$the$suppor?ng$foil$for$the$source,$(iii)$$and$the$tracker.$$
The$radiopurity$limits$are$listed$in$Table$1.$The$stringent$limits$were$set$for$222Rn$present$in$the$
tracker$ (<0.15$mBq/m3),$ and$ $ 208Tl$ (<2$nBq/g)$ and$ 214Bi$ (<10$nBq/g)$ in$ the$ source,$ in$ the$ foil,$
wires$and$walls$of$the$tracker).$$

NEMO33! SuperNEMO!
Mass)(kg)! 7! 100!
Energy) resolu8on) @) 3)
MeV)(%)!

8! 4!
222Rn)in)tracker)(mBq/m3)! ~5! <0.15!
214Bi)(nBq/g)! 60:300! <10!
208Tl)(nBq/g)! ~100! <2!
Tracking)cells! 6180! 20x2034!
Calorimeter)blocks! 1940! 20x712!
Total)background)(counts/
keV/kg/yr)!

1.3$•10:3! 5$•10:5!

T1/20νββ)@)90%)C.L.)(yr)! >1.1•1024! >1•1026!
|mββ|))(eV)! <0.33:0.87! <0.04:0.10!

Table%1.%Comparison%of%the%main%NEMOQ3%and%
SuperNEMO%parameters.%

The$coun?ng$gases$(mostly$helium)$for$the$tracking$chambers$will$be$con?nuously$purified$
and$ analyzed$ by$ a$ radon$monitor.$ $ Radon$ adsorp?on$materials$ have$ also$ been$ tested$ to$
improve$the$purifica?on$systems,$as$well$as$to$build$at$the$LSM$a$radon:free$air$factory$that$
will$flush$the$air$around$the$SuperNEMO$detectors.$$

RADIOPURITY)MESUREMENTS$
The$ collabora?on$ developed$ a$ dedicated$ BiPo:3$ detector$ (Fig.$ 5)$ to$ measure$ ultra:low$
radionuclide$levels$of$isotope$sources$and$materials$used$in$the$construc?on$of$SuperNEMO$
parts.$To$gain$in$sensi?vity,$the$principle$is$to$detect$the$delayed$beta:alpha$coincidences$of$
the$ 214Bi$ :$ 214Po$ cascades.$ $ The$ high$ energy$ gamma:emiher$ 208Tl$ is$ qualified$ through$ its$
parent$product,$the$212Bi$decay.$$

The$ selenium$ powder$ (82Se$ source)$ aSer$
enrichment$ will$ be$ chemically$ purified$
using$ extra$ pure$materials$ at$ super$ clean$
condi?ons.$ All$ the$ materials$ entering$ the$
source$ produc?on$ will$ be$ carefully$
selected$ and$ prepared$ to$ have$ ultra:low$
contamina?on$levels.$$
The$ tracker$ ameliora?on$mainly$ relies$ on$
the$reduc?on$of$the$radon$presence$inside$
the$ tracker$ volume.$ ASer$ the$ installa?on$
of$ the$ tracker$ modules,$ the$ remaining$
radon$ concentra?on$ ac?vity$ will$ be$
assured$to$be$at$the$level$of$0.15$mBq/m3,$
measured$by$a$dedicated$radon$line.$$
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The$collabora?on$developed$several$detectors$and$techniques$to$prevent$external$radon$to$
penetrate$ inside$ the$detector$or$ to$be$emanated$ from$ inside.$Besides$ the$selec?on$of$ the$
detector$materials$for$their$radiopurity,$the$most$cri?cal$materials$have$been$tested$in$radon$
emana?on$chambers$coupled$to$very$sensi?ve$radon$detectors$(Fig.$6).$$
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The$ HPGe$ gamma:spectrometry$ in$ many$
cases$ is$not$sensi?ve$enough$to$measure$
such$ ultra$ low$ 208Tl$ and$ 214Bi$ levels.$
Therefore$ new$ technologies$ for$ analysis$
of$ their$ parent$ radionuclides$ (232Th$ and$
238U,$respec?vely)$are$under$development$
(Table$ 3),$ comprising$ accelerator$ mass$
spectrometry$ (AMS)$ and$ neutron$
ac?va?on$analysis$(NAA).$

Fig.%5.%The%BiPoQ3%detector%for%measurement%%of%ultra%lowQlevel%alpha%and%beta%ac-vi-es.%

Fig.%6.%Radon%emana-on%chambers%%in%CENBG%Bordeaux,%UCL%London%and%CU%Bra-slava.$

Table%3.%Expected%detec-on%limits%(Bq).%%

Radionuclide) Mean) Median) Confidence)interval)

(Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$ (Bq/kg)$

40K) 8.8$ 9.2$ 7.8$–$10.6$
226Ra)) 4.5$ 4.2$ 4.1$:5.1$

)228Ra)) 2.4$ 2.4$ 2.1$–$2.6$

)228Th))

232Th))

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.4$

2.1$–$2.5$

2.1:2.5$

235U) 0.21$ 0.21$ 0.19$–$0.25$
238U) 4.10$ 4.0$ 3.4$–$4.8$

Table%2.%Cer-fied%radionuclides% in%the%reference%
material%(glass%pellets).%

Source,$ foil$ materials,$ source$ frame,$
tracker$ wires$ and$ other$ construc?on$
materials$ $ are$ screened$ using$ HPGe$
detectors$with$a$sensi?vity$ $of$0.1:10$mB/
kg$for$238U$and$232Th$decay$chains,$and$for$
40K$ in$ underground$ (LSM$ in$ Modane$ and$
Boulby$ in$ Cleveland)$ and$ surface$$
(Bordeaux$ and$ Bra?slava)$ gamma:
spectrometry$facili?es.$$
A$ reference$material$ has$ been$ developed$
for$ quality$ management$ of$ laboratories$
engaged$ in$ the$ high:sensi?ve$ analysis$ of$
radionuclides$in$the$construc?on$materials$
of$ detectors$ placed$ in$ ultra$ low$
background$ underground$ laboratories$
(Table$2).$.$
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Outlook: the search continues

• Ton-scale experiments are required to explore the inverted mass hierarchy scale


• Several technologies (apart from HPGe) are moving towards this scale with ultra-low backgrounds


• It remains to be seen which ones can be upgraded to 10-100 ton scale and explore the normal mass 
hierarchy scale

Future experiments 
(ton-scale)

10 meV
Cosmology

Del’Oro, Marocci, Vissani, Jan 2016

Experiments in 
construction40 meV
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Figure 19: (a) Allowed regions for !!! as a function of Σ with constraints given by the oscillation parameters. The darker regions show
the spread induced by Majorana phase variations, while the light shaded areas correspond to the 3# regions due to error propagation of
the uncertainties on the oscillation parameters. (b) Constraints from cosmological surveys are added to those from oscillations. Different
CL contours are shown for both hierarchies. Notice that the 1# region for the IH case is not present, being the scenario disfavored at this
confidence level.The dashed band signifies the 95% CL excluded region coming from [136]. Figure from [211].

The impact of the new constraints onΣ appears to be even
more evident by plotting!!! as a function of the mass of the
lightest neutrino. In this case, (62) becomes(% − !!! (!))2((# [!!! (!)])2 + !2!(Σ")2 < 1. (63)

The plot in Figure 20 globally shows that the next generation
of experiments will have small possibilities of detecting a
signal of 0]-- due to light Majorana neutrino exchange.
Therefore, if the new results from cosmology are confirmed
or improved, ton or even multi-ton-scale detectors will be
needed [124].

On the other hand, a 0]-- signal in the near future could
either disprove some assumptions of the present cosmologi-
cal models or suggest that a different mechanism other than
the light neutrino exchange mediates the transition. New
experiments are interested in testing the latter possibility by
probing scenarios beyond the SM [118, 122, 213].

7.2. Measurements Scenario. Here we consider the implica-
tions of the following nonzero value of Σ [135]:Σ = (0.320 ± 0.081) eV. (64)

We focus on the light neutrino exchange scenario and assume
that 0]-- is observed with a rate compatible with

(1) the present sensitivity on !!!; in particular, we use
the limit coming from the combined 136Xe-based
experiments [81]; we refer to this as to the “present”
case;

(2) a value of!!! that will be likely probed in the next few
years; in particular, we use the CUORE experiment
sensitivity [83], as an example of next generation of

0]-- experiments; we refer to this as to the “near
future” case.

For the sake of completeness, it is useful to recall a few
definitions and relations. The likelihood of a simultaneous
observation of some values for Σ and!!! (resp., with uncer-
tainties #(Σmeas) and #(!meas!! ) and distributed according to
Gaussian distributions) can be written as follows:

L

∝ exp[−(Σ − Σmeas)22# (Σmeas)2 ] exp[[[−(!!! − !
meas!! )22# (!meas!! )2 ]]] . (65)

Recalling the relation between 92 and the likelihood, namely,
L ∝ e−$2/2, we obtain

92 = (Σ − Σmeas)2# (Σmeas)2 + (!!! − !meas!! )2# (!meas!! )2 (66)

which represents an elliptic paraboloid. Since we are dealing
with a two-parameter 92, we need to find the appropriate
prescription to define the confidence intervals. At the desired
confidence level, we get

CL =∬$2<$20 ;< ;% 12=#%#& e−%2/2'2!−&2/2'2" (67)

and thus 920 = −2 ln (1 − CL) . (68)

This defines the value for 92 correspondent to the confidence
level CL.



The End


